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Greater Portland's news and arts weekly

NOV. 15, 1990

FREE

For the kids it's great. But for the caregivers it's long hours, low pay and lousy conditions.

Day care: a labor of love
By BrmdIJ C1umd1er

Imagine a job where bells and whistles go off every
few minutes or so, alerting you to another small crisis.
The noise is close to constant.
Imaginethattherawmaterial you work with changes
day to day, so that each day brings with ita new set of

rules, a new set of problems.
... that you're expected to be an expert but you're
never trained, so you learn on the fly.
... that you work nine-hour days, and your only
break is the hour you have for lunch. You have only
scattered time to talk with your co-workers.
... that this job causes its own health problems but

you're not given health insurance.
... that lives hinge on the quality of your work.
Imagine that for all of this you are paid $5.50 an hour.
Welcome to the world of child care.

Continued on ptlge 6

Children at Prebl. Chapel Chlldcare entertain themselves as Gall Paul (In background) supervises.

Bo\Vling Babylon
By W.D. Cutlip

There are a couple of things to consider before you leave the
sanctity of your TV room and spend your recreational dollars in
the wide, wicked world. The first is that the snow is not quite
ready for skiing. You may not want to risk your fragile bones and
your tender young life on iced-over artificial snow. Better wait a
couple of weeks, at least.
The second is that there's a recession in the works, if not a
depression. You may soon need your money for non-recreational
things like food . You could play racquetball, if you could swing
the $18 per hour court fee. You could go out and see a movie-

and pay $6.75 for the ticket, $2 for a smaU, unbuttered popcorn
and $2 for a soda. That's about 11 bucks.
Or you could go bowling. Nothing fares so well in bad
economic times as bowling. It'll cost you $1 to $2 per game, and
maybe $1 to rent a pair of shoes. You can eat a meal, have a
couple of beers and roU a few games for the cost of that movie
ticket.
But remember: bowling has long been considered one of the
lesser sins, somewhere between double-parking and manslaughter. You roll at some risk to your soul.
Continued on page 10
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Face Magazine
sues Gannett for
copying listings
A review of

the top _ s stories
affecting
Greeter Portland:

Dr. Kathleen Norris

Gourmet
Sweets:

November 6

through 13, 1990.

Chiropractor
is pleased to announce
the opening of

Atlantic
Chiropractic
222 St. John St.• Suite 322

Portland, Maine 04102

•

Community

Care for:
• Accidents &: Whiplash
• Sports &: Martial Arts Injuries
• Work-related Injuries
• Back &: Neck Pain, Headaches

Services include:
• Family Health Care
• Nutritional Counseling

Cable Network
.lIIhf 11/1 &/10

High Tension on thl Cutting
Edge:

Artist Cynthia Thompson
discusses her Fabric Sculptures.
(1/2 hour)

Plopl. Helping PlOP I.:

Highlights include the Spurwink
School and Pineland Center.
(1/2 hour)

Health Views:

• Massage Therapy

Looking ahead and getting ready
for tough choices. (1 hour)

• Exercise Instruction

Dynamic Community T.levision:

For an appointment
or initial consultation
at no charge,
call 772-6411

Using IV. for the public good.
(1 hour)

Protesters gather as war looms

Programs premiere Fri. 7-1 ()pm,
and are repealed Sal. - Mon.
1-4 & 7-1Opm and Tues., Wed.,
& Thurs. 9am-noon.
Cable Channel 37 in PortlandlcSo. Portland, Cape Elizabeth, Falmoum, & Scarborough. Channel varies in Gorham.

In a hard rain on Sat., Nov. 10, about 300 people gathered In Portland's Monument
Squ .... to protest the U.S. military presence In the Middle East. The rally was
organized by The Maine Coalition to Stop U.S. War In the Middle E.n. following a
keynote address by Veterans for Peace founder Jerry Geneslo, members of the crowd
- Including the man shown - took turns addressing the rally. Another Monument
Square rally Is Kheduled at noon, Nov. 21 to coincide with President Bush's
Thanksgiving trip to the Middle East.

Peoples sues
Gendron brothers
In addition

to our sumptuous lunches

~

dinners we offer caterifl8 (off premises
~ on) parties or business functions. Call
now for all of your holiday party plans!

thrJAL'Ey
RESTAURANT

I
215 Foreside Road. Falmouth Foreside. 781-4262
mon-muTS, 11:30-9. fri-sat, 11:30-10. sun 11:30-8

AVEDA'

SPIRAL :
PERM
I
SPECIAL

$60
I

any length

I

AVEDA

I
Environm....tally
R~Ab~
I
No Animal Tcatins.
I
PI... Recycle
I hours: mon., tues., wed. &fri. 9-5, thurs. 9-6, sat. 9-12
I PORTLAND'S ELITE CUTTERS

:

CBW/Colin Malakie

828-0426

L___222 St. John!t:..: Suite 215~ Portland__ _

Portland real estate
brokers John R Gendron and
Richard N. Gendron are
being sued by Peoples
Heritage Bank because they
are part of a partnership
Peoples alleges defaulted on
a $3.3 million loan.
According to the suit,
which was filed by Peoples in
Cumberland County Superior
Court on Nov. 5, the
Gendrons were members of a
general partnership known as
Riverview Shops Associates,
which developed a condominium and shopping
complex on the Kennebunk
River in Kennebunk. The
partners signed a promissory
note for $3.3 million in
January of '89, and were
obligated to pay $33,000
monthly toward that note.
But the suit alleges that
Riverview did not pay the
bank for the months of July,
August, September and
October of '90.
The bank is seeking
$500,000 from each of the
Gendrons. People's Vice
President Richard J. Vail said
the bank will also sue the
other Riverview partners.
Those partners are Robert J.
Dunfey Sr., Robert J. Dunfey
Jr., John P. Dunfey, Gordon
Hurtubise and James F.
Keeley.

Big biz tackles BEP regs
More than a dozen of Maine's biggest companies have
launched a campaign to streamline the application process at
the Maine Department of Environmental Protection (DEP). And
to make the process faster, the companies want to minimize the
time citizens have to respond to the DEP with objections.
The newly formed Environmental and Economic Council of
Maine, whose members include Cianbro Corporation, Central
Maine Power, Bath Iron Works and Sunday River Ski Corporation, said it has gathered ISO Signatures to force a public
hearing on the proposal. The council wants the comment period
on applications to be limited to 60 days and other permit
procedures to be standardized.
"We want to simplify the process and get some consistency,"
said Kenneth O'Quinn, a spokesman for the group. O'Quinn
said the council's agenda will be aimed at balancing Maine's
environmental and financial needs, although it has no specific
proposals to take to the Legislature next year. "We're interested
in working with legislators and environmental groups earlier in
the legislative process," said O'Quinn.
But some conservationists are skeptical of the council's
intentions.
"When things are getting desperate (in the economy), that's
when the major commercial and industrial companies get
interested in environmental regulation," said Jym St. Pierre of
the Maine chapter of the Wilderness Society. St Pierre said the
petition filed regarding DEP regulations was done without
consulting other environmental groups, suggesting that the
council is confrontational, not conciliatory.
"The DEP is an easy target," said St. Pierre, noting that both
major gubernatorial candidates called for a speed-up in the
processing of DEP permits.
McKernan, in a letter to a member of the council the day
after the election, said the council has "tremendous potential
and can provide a consistent presence for advocacy of a sensible
and balanced environmental agenda."
O'Quinn said the council is not interested in "rewriting"
basic environmental policy such as the river cleanup bill passed
by the Legislature. But it will be involved with issues such as
toxic emissions and packaging, added O'Quinn.
The council has retained three attorneys from the firm of
Preti, Flaherty Beliveau & Pachios to represent its interests
before the DEP, legislative committees and the Land Use
Regulation Commission.

Portland's Face Magazine
says the Portland Press
Herald and Evening Express
copied the magazine's
listings information, and the
magazine is suing the paper
for trademark infringement.
Butalawyerrep~nting

Guy Gannett Publishing Co.,
which publishes the newspapers, said Face doesn't have a
case.
Face filed suit against
Gannett on Nov. 5. Portland
attorney Richard O'Meara,
who is representing Face,
said Face Editor /Publisher
Bennie Green began to
suspect that the newspapers
were copying listings from
Face rather than compiling
their own listings in 1989. The
listings in the Press Herald
and Evening Express "began
to be substantially similar" to
Face's, the lawsuit said'.
O'Meara Said the magazine listed a phony band
playing at a local club, and
that the same phony listing
was repeated in the Press
Herald and the 'Express.
O'Meara added that anofher
club owner called Gannett to
complain that information in
a listing was wrong and was
told it wasn't Gannett's fault
because the information had
been copied from Face.
Various witnesses from other
clubs are prepared to testify
that their clubs frequently
appeared in the d;lily papers
even though no one from the
newspapers contacted them.
"We have as strong a case as
you can get," said O'Meara.
"H Face is short on cash,
they should spend their
money on the lottery rather
than suing Gannett," said
Jonathan Piper, a Portland
lawyer representing the
papers. "They think they're
so clever. They think they've
unearthed some great
conspiracy whereas they've
unearthed nothing." Piper
said that Face doesn't have a
case because of a copyright
rule known as "fair use of
lists." Since Gannett's papers
compile their own listings,
they have a right to check
Face's listings to make sure
their listings are complete
and accurate, Piper said,
adding that the fair use of
lists has held up consistently
in federal court cases.
Face Editor/Publisher
Green refused to comment on
the case, saying only that he
"never sought to have a big
public to-do about this."
O'Meara said if Face proves
copyright infringement, the
magazine could be awarded
between $500 and $25,000 for
each instance of infringement.
"It's a waste of
everybod y' s time and
money," concluded Piper,
predicting the case will be
thrown out by a judge soon
and "will never see the light
of a jury."

Spruce up now for the holidays!
November 15 to December 15,1990

Devoe Color Center

DO A 12 X 12 ROOM FOR $224.00
OR A 12 X 15 ROOM FOR $280.00

449 Forest Ave.

FOREST AVE PLAZA

Based on Philadelphia Impulse
16 Sq. Yd. minimum,
stairs extra.

Portland, Maine 041 01

775-1979

See yourself in that
great new cut,
color or perm
BEFORE it happens

Mon-Fri 7:30-5:30
Sat 8-5

Choose from over 65 styles from 13_99 to 32.99 per yard, all
prices include a quality 1/2" pad and installation.
~

VISA&M/CACCEPTED

~

RICHARD ~ PARKS ~ GALLERY

with

JUST IN TIME FOR THANKSGIVING!
Come in for a great selection
of dining tables and chairs for
all of your Holiday meals.
Many different styles and sizes
to choose from .

Picture Yourself:

854-1365

limited quantities

Call for a free brochure

major credit cards • in-store financing • free parking

BANGOR

ELLSWORTH
High Street
667-3615

The Possibilities are
Endless at

Image & Relaxation Center

Special $295.

PORTLAND

lu3IG,GIGIGltinGIGIG!l3IGIGuliIG

CliCliC)i .... i8 iFJiCliC) i SiC'l iSicUEJiSil

Farm Table 36" x 60"
List $450.

288 Fore Street • 170 Park Street.
774·1322
942-6880

VIDEO IMAGE
HAIRSTYLING

RICHARD •PARKS •GALLERY

12 Westbrook Comnon
Westbrook, ME 04092
Gilt certificates make holidays
special.
visa/mclamex

f

RUTGER HAUER

BLIND

FURY
HE'S LUCKY HE CAN'T SEE
WHAT HE'S UP AGAINST.

VIDEOPORT
UOlJ'Z--qfJ~9tP'l£.-

Rulger Hooer slon os a btlnd V"lelnam veleran who
wilfi lhe cohn of aZen mosIer and 1M prec~ion of ~
sharpshooler, lokes on 0 rulhless oaf!!! of Malia
killers in Ih~ CKlion·podced odyssey fiom Ihe direclClf
of DEAD CAlM.

Trading Co., Inc. H!MiJi!~

Lower Lobby
151 Middle 8t
Portland, Maine

o University of Southern Maine

ESTABLISHED 1913

"Quality merchandise
and experience you can trust"

We Buy Anything Worth Buying
- - -WE PAY CASH - - Be Ready For Christmas:
Save on

Spring Semester Admission
Application Deadline

Guitars • Amps • Diamonds • Jewelry

December 1, 1990

Use our convenient Lay-Away plan

14k Gold $13.95per gram

Spring Semester Begins January 14

BUY-SEll-TRADE

For an application or further infonnation,
write to the Admissions Office,
USM, 96 Falmouth St., Portland, ME 04103

4 Stores to Serve You
498
St., Portland

or call (207) 78()-4970

Continued on page 4
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ELECTION UPDATE:

fUll. COlOR

PHOTO CALENDARS

McDonough wins, dies
Continued from ptlgt 3

City gives $15,000
to New Yea~s/
Portland
$35.00
for one
$30.
two or more
00 ...

(15% ott If «derod
before ThanksgMng)

,GgN€B~I€P.1M~9.¥gQ~QB9QP!€§
~y.

Mal1\et Street

~.

10·4
Portland· n4..c455

to the

STAVIN
SHAPE
SKIING
FOR

.,,~-.~--)~

<>~..c;;::s

-...;"

A Mexican Restaurant
&
Watering Hole
Union Station Plaza

Fabulous Food •

$
MONTHS
ONLY
FULL MEMBERSHIP

NO INITIATION FEE ••• EVER!

n

Portland Regency
HWTH CLUB
20 MILK ST, • OLD PORT 871-7054

O'Doul's
~theMaine

GB 135-24, 200 Speed
GA 135-24,
100 Speed ......

3.19

CHRISTMAS
MUSIC CASSETTES

199

Popular Artists

by Frank G aziano
Here's an interesting football question for you ...What player once won
the Heisman Trophy as the best football player in the nation even though.oodly enough--the team he played
on LOST eight out of ten games that
season!...The answer is
Paul Hornung who won
the Heisman in 1956
while playing for Notte
Dame ...That season
Notte Dame won only
two games and lost eight-but Hornung was still
voted the Heisman tr0phy. Dldyouknowone
ofthe fastest growlns
oqmcnts of the beverage market Is non-alcoholic brew., .nd
O'Doul'.
from
Anheuser-Buoch I. •
vcrylmpootantcontrlbution to this
growth. Did you know that only one
man in history ever became the head
coach of a National Football League
team without ever playing high school
or even college football himself...The
only man to do it i.s the former head
coach of the Delriot Lions, Rick
Forzano ...Forzano was injured at age

14 and never played high scool or
college football. Since O'DouJ'.
IntroductJon In )blne, our biggest problem bas been .upply.
The dcm8Rd bas far exceeded
our cotlm8tco. Our apol"llleo to
thoec who have
experIenced
some out of stock
coodJtIona. Here's
an oddity that
shows something
about how long
George Blanda
played
football. .. What
many people don't
realize is that Blanda
was playing in the
National Football
League in 1949-the
same year that Joe
Namath was entering the first grade!
At the prescnt note of sales,
0'0001'. noo-alcohoUc brew
from Anhcuocr-Buach wlll become one of the world-wide
Jcadero In this category. Don't
mIH out on O'Doul'. - It'. the
brew fOl' every DCaIOlon.

Winners of
the election!

A grant of $15,000 from
the City of Portland's contingency fund, along with gifts
from individuals and businesses, will ensure that the
annual New Year's celebration will be staged this
winter. Festival producer
Maine Arts, Inc. announced
earlier this. fall that $30,000
needed to be raised by Nov. 1
or New Year's/Portland
would not happen.
Maine Arts, which also
produces the Maine Festival,
was $50,000 in the red after
bad weather hurt both events
in 1989, according to executive director Bruce Hazard.
''We decided in early fall that
we needed to go into New
Years/Portland with a total
of $50,000 to insure against
further debt. The group made
a broader, more aggressive
effort this year to raise the
money from both individuals
and businesses."
The group is only $10,000
away from its goal. "The
support has been terrific,"
said Hazard. "People in
Portland want New Years/
Portland to happen. We'd be
in trouble otherwise."
Maine Arts is working
with a number of presenters
to develop other programs in
the state to create a more
financially stable mix. ''We're
very vulnerable, putting all
our eggs into two festival
baskets," said Hazard.

Reported by /Oiln Kantro, Randy
Wilson tmd Andy Newman .

WEIRD NEWS:
orThree single men from a
farming village in northern
Japan spent five days driving
a tractor 434 miles to Tokyo,
where they paraded around
the city hoping to lure
prospective brides for
themselves and 74 other
single men in their district.
The demonstration was the
third the village has held
since 1988 when the men,
feeling no one would marry
them because they were
farmers, started the stunt as a
way to impress urban
women.
Media coverage of the first
tractor parade drew about
100 women and led to four
marriages.Lastyea~53

farmers from 11 districts took
part in a procession of 20
tractors. Another four
couples married. This year,
despite waving banners that
read ''Marry me and come to
my place," the three farmers
were unable to interest any
city women.

Richard McDonough died on Nov. 9, only three days after he
was elected Cumberland County Register of Deeds.
McDonough's family attempted to withdraw him from the
race after he suffered a stroke on Oct. 18, but it was too late.
(Candidates must withdraw 20 days before the election for the
state to change the ballot.) So on Election Day, McDonough
defeated incumbent Register of Deeds Robert Titcomb by a
narrow margin of 49,710 to 47,073.
To fill McDonough's seat, Governor John McKernan is
expected to reappoint incumbent Titcomb, whom he appointed
to the post in 1989 after a jury ousted James Walsh from the job.
The appointed register will serve a two-year rather than the
regular four-year term, and a special election for a new register
of deeds will take place in 1992.

District 31: it's Summers, not Danton
Casco Bay Weekly incorrectly reported that Peter Danton
won the race for Maine Senate District 31 (CBW 11/8/90).
Republican Charles Summers beat Democrat Danton by a small
margin.
Unofficial results compiled by the Bangor Daily News show
Summers won by 617 votes (8,716 to 8,099) in the district
composed of Saco, Scarborough, Old Orchard Beach and
Dayton. Democrats have controlled the office since 1971, with
Danton serving all subsequent seven terms (1971-1986). Summers, a car rental agent, attributed his win to a door-to-door
campaign begun last June.

Record numbers of Mainers voted
Despite heavy wind and rain, Maine voter turnout on Nov. 6
was the highest in the nation, and the highest in the state since
the late 1950s. More than 520,000 of the estimated 910,000
voting age Mainers went to the polls, according to Secretary of
State William Diamond.
Only 48 percent of eligible Mainers voted in the last gubernatorial election. Diamond attributed the higher turnout to the
Sunday sales referendum and to new voter registration programs. "This was an apolitical issue. Many people came out to
vote on it who had never voted before."
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autumn and winter wardrobes
,i 'Spruce up your
&

Weekly.
These new and returning
advertisers help support us
in our effort to provide you
with an alternative to the
daily news.

• Free Pick-up Delivery· Same Day Service if drop
Alterations· Reweaving • Shirt Service
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Hairlines
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Devoe Color Center
PortIand

Breakfast in Bed!

•
Magic Muffin
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love ...

PortIand

•
Thomas Stegemann,

DMD

wearing
100% cotton
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PortIand,
South PortIand,

flannel, looe
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~
need a great
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Windham

•
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Handmade Desserts
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Portland
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•
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•Breakfast in
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flannel P.] .'s
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ZeitGeist
Old Port

•
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Ralph Greenwood
Portland

women and
men.

•
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Faxsmart Publications
PortIand

AMARYLLIS
.,

Amaryllis Clothing Co.
41 Exchange Street, Portland, ME 04101

772-4439
parking stamps available

McKernan camp won't challenge ballots
The gubernatorial campaign of Governor John R. McKernan
has decided not to ask for an inspection of ballots that were
challenged on Election Day.
Portland city officials estimate that several hundred ballots
were challenged on Nov. 6. The challenges were reportedly
made by McKernan volunteers who had monitored the registration of several thousand voters the previous day at Portland
City Hall, many of whom reported changes of address.
A McKernan spokesman expressed concern last week that
Portland officials were not requiring proper identification of
voters, who might be tempted to vote twice at different locations. The campaign could not be reached for comment this
week.
"We required all voters to show some form of ID, not just an
envelope," said Registrar of Voters Barbara Whitmore, respondingJo charges that registrants necled to provide only the
mailing address on a water or electric bill.
Mary McAleney, campaign director for Congressman
Brennan, said she did not think McKernan's ballot security
program was necessary, comparing it to tactics used by U.S.
Senator Jesse Helms of South Carolina in heavily black areas.
"It was designed to intimidate people from going to the
polls," McAleney said, noting that the heaviest monitoring was
in areas where Brennan was expected to do well. "That's exactly
opposite of what public officials are supposed to encourage,"
Sally Sutton of the Maine Civil Liberties Union agreed.
"Maine has a fairly good reputation of encouraging people to
vote," Sutton said. "Anything that does the opposite is not
right."

Chebeague voters oppose rifle hunting
On Nov. 6, Chebeague voters said no to rifle hunting on their
island, but the Cumberland Town Council will still decide
whether or not to impose a ban. Island residents voted 124-90 in
a non-binding referendum to ban the use of rifles during deer
hunting season.
After an Oct. 8 hearing, Cumberland town councilors had
decided to measure voter sentiment by referendum. "I'm not
surprised at the referendum vote," said Town Councilor Gary
Varney, who sponsored the ban. "I knew most of the people on
the island wanted the ban, even though (the hearing) was
packed with hunters yelling, 'No, no, no'."
The ban would outlaw hunting with rifles only. Shotguns
and muzzle loaders would still be allowed. "You can get a nice
deer with a shotgun," Varney said. "I went out Saturday
morning and shot an 8-point buck with a shotgun."

I
I

•

Southern Yellow Pine
This clean-lined hardwood bed frame is simple
~
to assemble, easily transported, and available in twin, Ot4,.0t4.!qtt> $46.
full and queen sizes, all in stock. Underbed storage
~y low5(; OJ!
drawer or futon cover may be included in oackage price.
I»tCes.I
Futons made specially for us by ~d Bon5J)
'HI QltUTUr llloW III SLU'

FuroN FURNISHINGS

1he Futon Store
6n ForeotAwruenearWxxlilrdi Olr'm; lUUnI, MaR 871-0578' ?tkXI &: 'I1us 108, Thes, ~&:Frll(}.7.Sal95, &In 125
~~~~LUaur-'~....n-·SRIIsJtldIotI~·l!Jrj6BRl295·IIo"''''''1fa,Jb-''
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over possession (mine! mine!), territory, bumps, unknown
upsets.
Preble Chapel Childcare has a primary caregiver system that
promotes strong bonding between a child and the caregiver
assigned to him or her. One of Meagher's children cries whenever she moves out of his field of vision.
In "the infant pit" the caregivers juggle children, putting one
down to pick another up, sometimes holding one on each hip.
Bottles are passed back and forth over the gate to the kitchen.
The babies are down and up again from their naps, all at
different times. Charts are checked. Daily reports on each child
are filled in. A biter bites another kid, who cries briefl y then
mutters "bad-bad" and twists her hand around to kiss it. A
baby spits up a crust of Tylenol on Meagher's shirt Lunch,
brought by the parents, is a spill of succotash for one, orangey
mush for another.
There are steady demands from all sides. There is noise.
There is constant clean-up and constant mess. The kids clamber
onto Meagher's leg, pull on her hair. There is an hour given for
lunch, but no coffee breaks, no slack time, no time to veg.
"Ah," says Meaher, "so many babies, so little time." She
laughs and reaches for Lisa. "Ok, ok, there's enough of me to go
around."

Stress

Gall Paul, a child care worker at Preble Chapel Childcare, takes toddlers on a stroll In a buggy that holds six.

A LABOR OF LOVE
Continued from front page

The buzzwords these days among those who monitor
children and the issues surrounding them are "affordable
quality" of child care. H "affordable quality" sounds like an
oxymoron, that's because it is.
Parents pay an average of $3,000 a year for full-time child
care. Figure in another child and they pay the equivalent of a
second mortgage. This is a burden low-income families can ilIafford.
Day-care centers already operate at the limit of their budgets
and even so, underpay their staff. They can't afford to make
care more affordable.
The way things stand right now, those who end up paying
for our children's care are the caregivers. They pay in low
wages, crummy benefits and stress.

Getting settled
It's 7:30 in the morning at Preble Chapel Childcare. Things
are quiet now. There are three workers and one baby. Maureen
Meagher sits on the carpeted floor in the infant room with the
baby in her lap. She shakes a rattle, buzzes with her lips. She

CBW Plwtos(fonee Harbert

has begun her day.
Gradually more kids come in, both to the partitioned-off area
that is the infant room and the main area, uncarpeted, that is
used for toddlers. The noise level starts to rise.
7:45: Loud crashes from the toddler area, where trucks have
been pulled off a shelf. Jeff' does a poop in his fresh diaper;
Meagher changes him, applying salve to his rash. Jeff grabs
Meagher's shirt, stretches to reach the fan behind his head.
Meagher hands him a Vaseline jar to distract him.
7:50: Meagher washes her hands, changes paper on the
changing table, stacks a supply of diapers over Jeff's name on
shelf.
7:52: Meagher, on floor, talks to co-worker Deanna Fagone
about strep; one of the kids may have it. "He's certainly not
himself, that's for sure." Phone rings. Colin's mother comes in,
fills Meagher in on her son's feeding schedule, they check his
gums for teeth. Jeff falls, bumping himself, and yells. Meagher
picks him up, checks him over and puts him on a rocking dog.
7:56: Meagher goes back behind the ranks of cribs, folds
bibs, sheets.
8:02: Meagher sees two kids close in on one toy, rushes
down to distract one of them. She takes the load of now folded
washcloths and bibs and puts them under the sink in the
kitchen.
8:03: Meagher sits on floor with kids, checks with new boy's
mom about his sleeping patterns, feeding habits.
8:07: Meagher washes hands again. Mark asserts himself
roughly over Colin, getting him out of the way. Jeff, climbing
on rocking dog, tips it over, cries. Meagher puts down Colin
and picks up Jeff.
8:09: Jeff is fine. Meagher puts him down, he squawks, she
picks him up again, cradles him, gets his bottle.
8:10: Meagher covers styrofoam wedge with sheet while
discussing a kid's antibiotics with co-worker. There is the slap
of feet running, a scream of kid anger from the other room.
8:11: She rescues Colin again from Mark, pats, cradles,
holds him up in air, says his name in singsong.
8:12: Meagher sits on floor with three kids. A mother
mentions the bumps (non-contagious) covering her child, points
to cream. The babies explore the fallen rocking dog, banging it
with rattles, chewing a handle, pulling ears. The sound of a
vacuum roars in the hardwood space of the main room and
drowns out any talk.

Meagher earns $5.50 per hour, 50 cents more than the
center's lowest wage. Meagher is close to completing a fouryear degree with some courses in childhood development. She
has worked with kids and infants part-time for years. Should
she stay and work her way up to the highest wage, she would
eam $6.50 per hour.
It's not that the center is stingy, it's that money for higher
wages simply isn't there. Non-profit and supported by United
Way, local grants and churches, the Preble Chapel center
focuses on helping families who would otherwise fall through
the cracks. Priority is given to mothers 25 and younger who are
in school or job training. The center has to scrounge for such
things as blocks and dolls. Preble Chapel, however, is liberal in
that it provides better benefits than most paid vacations and
holidays, paid sick days, health insurance, life insurance. Many
centers offer none of these.
For child-care workers the lack of health insurance is one
reason for stress. Look around any day-care setting in the cooler
months and you'll see faces grunged with colds. What comes in
with the kids goes out with the workers. Bronchitis is a common
malady. A flu is passed around like another bottle of beer on
the wall. There are also, for workers, the back problems that
come from lifting children and putting them down or carrying
them on a hip or reaching them across to their strollers, cribs or
other caregivers.
Other stresses are less evident to the eye but more crucial to
both the caregiver and the child. One of the biggest concerns for
day-care workers is the transition from home to day care and

back. On weekends, at home, the children may live with a lack
of discipline, no routine, negative attention or a difficult home
situation. Sue Ellen Whitmore, head teacher at the YMCA in
Portland, sees nearly 60 children every day, many tired, from
broken homes, from substance-abuse backgrounds. "You have
to get to know the hard-to-know kids," she says. "You can let a
child slip through the system, or you can tum him around. I tell
myself: if I only have three hours a day with this child, it's
going to be the best three hours that he has."
Transitions that might seem easy and unimportant to the rest
of us are milestones for a child. Caregivers wiIJ encourage the
big transitions from bottle to mush to chewable foods. Toilet
training is a big issue. Socialization, too, and learning to share.
Through the week, day-care workers do what they can to help
the child, but ground can be lost at home if the parents won't
cooperate. Consistency of care is a much-talked-about issue
among child-care workers.
Nikki McKeen of Pleasant Day Nursery says that one of the
hardest times for her came when a child with developmental
delays was referred by Child Development Services to the
center where she then worked. "It was a room of 17. I wanted to
focus in on him, to spend the time with him, but I couldn't. I
had to be fair to the other kids and share my attention."

What It takes
Think for a moment of what's at stake and what it takes to
work in child care. What's at stake are our kids.
"You have to be 'on' all the time," says Renee Carter, director
of the YMCA child-care program. Bad days are not allowed in
day care. What it also takes, according to many child-care
specialists, is ed ucation.
The necessity of formal training is a matter of quiet dispute
in the field. Studies have shown that child-care workers with
some college education in early childhood development do
better with the kids and last longer on the job.
Susan Reed, director of Westbrook College Children's
Center, is a strong believer in formal education for child-care
workers. "There's the mentality out there that anybody can take
care of children. Too many people think they can do it because
they like kids, but the 'naturals' are the exception. They are out
there and I admire them, but they're the exception." This is not
babysitting. Those who come in cold to the work risk early
frustration, she says, and may bring with them inappropriate
expectations. Reed stresses the importance of training, preferably courses in childhood development. ''You don't change
what you do by being in a one-hour workshop. You need to
knQw why they are acting the way they are, you need to know
the stages of development, and a course in classroom management can be helpful when the whole class sets to screaming."
Kim Vercoe, director of the Preble Chapel center, agrees.
Continued on page 8

Demands from all sides
This is a light day. There are fewer kids than usual and no
major crises. The staff-to-child ratio is good here, 1:3, better than
required by regulation. Still, there is the usual crying that
springs up now and again in both the toddler and infant areas

Lauren needs some help with her runny nose.

"The names of the children have been changed to protect the innocent.

Gall caresses the children until they fall asleep at nap time.

"You have to get
to know the
hard-to-know
kids. You can let
a child slip
through the
system, or you
can turn him
around. I tell
myself: if I only
have three hours
a day with this
child, it's going
to be the best
three hours that
he has."
Sue Ellen Whitmore
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A LABOR OF LOVE
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44,000
people

Given a selection of applicants, she will take the ones with
education. 'The fact that they've taken rourses shows that
they're invested. The ones that rome in without schooling get
frustrated and may bring in poor role modeling from their own
parents."
There are, however, those exceptions. Whitmore is one of
them. She came in with no previous experience - "I was the
Kool Aid mom," she says - and has been at the "Y" for three
years, advancing quickly to head teacher. Bob Mills, who also
works at the "Y" and as a hockey coach, "had never changed a
diaper," says Renee Carter.
But, as Carter points out, "although good child care romes
from within, anything you can get from without can only
enhance it." Professional rourses may also help elevate childcare workers' status and bring them closer to the respect (and
pay scale) acrorded teachers.
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THOMAS A. STEGEMANN
D.M.D.
ORTHODONTIC SPECIALIST
Announces the Opening of
His Private Practice
Dr. Stegemann attended the University of Pennsylvania
Dental School and graduated with honors in 1984. He
practiced dentistry in the U.S. Navy for three years prior to
attending West Virginia University for Orthodontic
Speciality Training.
Dr. Stegemann offers comprehensive quality orthodontic
care for children and adults. His office offers evening
appointments and is conveniently located at:
Northgate Plaza
117 Auburn Street, Suite C
Portland, ME
797·5577

8 Cottage Road
South Portland, ME
767·1850

Windham Crossing
744 Roosevelt Trail, Suite 102
Windham,ME
892-0027
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The status and respect paid to teachers is a sore subject
among center workers. They point to public schools' vacations,
shorter days and time allowances for recuperating from illness.
They compare the time and intensity of their rontact with kids,
the amount of physical caregiving: "You're not changing
diapers, helping kids get dressed ..." Burnout, as Reed says,
"doesn't just have to do with salary."
Teachers, too, have unions. Although the idea of a union for
day-care workers has been hinted at and flirted with (there is
talk about a one-day walkout to force the issue), few dare
mention the word. "Nobody is using that word," says Reed.
"It's a dirty word."
What is astonishing, given the poor pay and taxing working
conditions, is the dedication one does find in the field. Many
put up with the conditions for as long as they can in order to be
with the children. The rewards keep them going. "With the
younger kids," says Verooe, "you're not getting a whole lot
back in the way of 'I love you' or pictures, but you see their
development. The tantrums are fantastic."
"Money doesn' t enter into it at all," says Sue Bailey of
Pleasant Day.
In fact, national studies indicate that money does enter into
it. Acrording to the National Child Care Staffing Study, the
"average hourly wage for child-care teaching staff in 1988 was
$5.35, which is an annual inrome of $9,363 for full-time employment." Those workers with a four-year college degree or more
earned only a little more: $11,568 per year, on average. (Compare this to the average wages for those with similar backgrounds in other fields: $26,066 a year for women, $42,422 a
year for men.) While enrollment in day-care centers has
doubled in the last decade, the staff's wages, adjusted for
inflation, have decreased by 20 percent. Those centers that do
have government subsidies through Title 20 (state funding
matched by federal), are losing money because the funds have
not kept up with inflation.
Turnover in child care is high (41 percent annually), and low
wages are cited as the primary cause for attrition. This turnover
is matched only by the turnover in such traditionally stopgap
jobs as gas station attendants and fast-food workers.
The difference, however, is that a hamburger doesn't care
who flips it.
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Who pays
Over and over again in the field you hear the same words
repeated: "I'm lucky I can afford to be in day care ... I'll stay
with it as long as I can afford it ... When I can't afford it, then I'll
look for something else." The dedication of these workers is that
of an artist to his art.
It's our kids, though, who are the canvas.
And our kids care who cares for them. Kids seek to bond,
and ronsistency is essential to their healthy development.
Studies show that the care and education given the caregiver
translate directly into the care and education she or he gives the
child. They share their environment. In this symbiosis, what's
good for the goose is good for the gosling, and high turnover is
good for neither of them. The cost, finally, is paid by the child my child, and yours.
Women and children have not been a big issue on recent
political platforms. Women who take care of children are even
less of one.
Maybe it's time to talk dirty.

Brenda Chandler's son Nicky, 3, advised her during the writing of this
article and gave her a feeling for some of the stresses involved.
He would be happy to hire out as a consultant.

TEENAGE MUTANT NINJA TURTLE
will be giving away
Free Balloons & Entertaining Your
Kids!
Saturday lOam - 8 pm
Sunday 12 noon - 5 pm
"You've Never Seen A Video Superstore Like This!"
1041 Brighton Avenue, Portland
e 1990 Carolco PiCIIJres Inc. (United Stites and Canada); Carolco lriernational N.Y.
(All other countries). All right; reserved.

ENDLESS VIDEO

(next to Burger King)

ENDLESS VIDEO
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serenaded by the endless crash of falling pins.
The lanes themselves seem to fade into the distance, the
details of the furthest lanes being somewhat obscured by the
blueing of atmospheriC perspective. It's an impressive Sight.
Paul Sottery, assistant manager at Yankee Lanes, is himself
an impressive sight: a tall, youthful potentate in a severely
conservative black business suit. He conducts a tour with the
restraint of a career diplomat.
'This is modeled after a hugely successful place in
Melbourne, Florida called Brevard Bowling," h~ says. "Everything is on the same level with the lanes so there are no curbs to
trip on or step off of, so older people have no trouble getting
around here.
"We have 32 lanes, each equipped with AS-80 automatic
scorers that double as video monitors," he says, indicating a
seemingly endless row of television screens above the alleys.
"When people aren't bowling, we show videos on them. We're
showing 'Top Gun' right now."
I look up and, what do you know: he's right. There's Tom
Cruise smarming at Kell y McGillis and flying F-14 jet fighters
over the Californian countrySide.
Since it's the middle of the day in the middle of the week,
very few people are bowling, so ''Top Gun" is playing on a lot
of video monitors. Twenty-odd screens simultaneously display
a brace of wicked-looking jet planes locked in space-age aerial
combat. Looking up at this simulated carnage, I actually
experience a touch of vertigo.
At the southern end of the building, Paul escorts me into a
"full-service" liquor lounge, built on the same daunting scale as
the rest of the place, called Casey's. "We've got a split-level
dance floor here with a permanent deejay booth, stage-lighting
effects and smoke," says Paul.
Smoke? "For the dance floor," he says. "It won't be installed
for two or three weeks, though." Sure. It makes sense: smoke
and mirrors. I've wandered into a heathen temple.

The old game

Kevin Manzo sends his ball down the lane at Prides Corner Bowling and Recreation.

CBW photosfTonee Harbert

BOWLING BABYLON

"candlepin" bowling, is unclear. At some point, tenpin bowlers
started using bigger balls and heavier pins, whereas candlepin
bowlers stuck to the original set of game pieces provided by
their ancestors.
Another way of distinguishing between the two games were
the things that went with them. In tenpin palaces across the
nation, bowling alleys merged with saloons and pool halls to
become epicenters of the lesser vices, whereas in Puritanical
New England, bowling lanes were generally separated from
billiards and beer.
(Not entirely, of course. Wherever the clergy no longer hold
sway, there you will find Strong Drink.)
When automatic pinspotting machines took over the chore of
setting 'em up to knock 'em down in 1951, tenpin bowling
rolled over middle America in a single thunderous strike. But
candlepin bowling stayed in New England, land of rich traditions and stubborn people.
Tenpin bowling was a rarity and a curiosity here in Maine up
until the mid-1970s, when the Invaders from Away brought
their evil game in across the border in large, leatherette bags.
The Old Game appeared to be under siege.

Continued from front page

Joe brley, cal,dl,epln
mechanic at Prides
Comer, backstage with
the plnsettlng machines.

The first recorded reference to the sport of bow'ling appeared
in Egypt around 5200 B.C., but the game was probably invented
long before that. Perhaps some distant relative of humanity,
homo bow/us, was inspired to invent the game after seeing a few
trees bowled over by a Neolithic avalanche. In any event, the
principle elements of the sport - sticks and stones - predate
humanity by many eons. It was a sport just waiting to be
invented.
Modem bowling has its roots in the Middle Ages, when dour
Germans rolled stones at standing groups of nine wooden
clubs. In between frames, they ducked their shaggy heads into
righteous, two-handed draughts of skull-busting mead, thus
establishing the relationship between beer and sports at an early
stage.
Just before the Norman conquest of England in 1066, bowling became so popular that most people forgot about archery.
After the Norman conquest, the descendants of William the
Conqueror outlawed bowling
with the intention of getting
people interested in archery
again. They were, in effect,
attempting to slam the door on
further invasions. They were
largel y successful.
The earl y history of bowling in New England is just as
colorful. Remember the story
of Rip Van Winkle? Rip took
his gun and his dog up into
the hills to avoid doing chores
for his shrewish wife and
wound up bowling with the
Little People. After a few belts
of their skull-busting mead,
Rip passed out - only to wake 20 years later.
The New England folk tale of Rip Van Winkle is used to
illustrate the dangers of shunning one's duty and seeking
recreation in the company of strangers. It also gives us a pretty
good idea as to how most people regarded bowling. Note how
the vices seem to collect in one place: bowling, beer, sloth.
Clearly bowling was of the devil.
There was so much gambling in New England bowling
alleys that, in 1841, the Connecticut Legislature outlawed the
game of "ninepins" for all time.
But it wasn't long before someone added a 10th pin to the
game and thus avoided breaking the law. Tenpin bowling was
born in sin.
The history of tenpins' divergence from ninepins, or

The new game
In recent years, tenpin bowling has made inroads into New
England mostly through market forces, while candlepin
bowling has been seen to shrink. "Most candlepin bowling
centers are mom and pop operations," says Mark Miller,
president of the American Bowling Congress. 'They close for
one reason or another and then get replaced by large tenpin
chains with more lanes. Ten four-lane, mom and pop bowling
centers will close and two 4O-lane, tenpin bowling centers will
take their place. That's the way it's been gOing."
A good example of that kind of development has just opened
in Portland, a place out on Riverside Street called Yankee Lanes.
The area's newest bowling center is part of a IS-center chain
headquartered in Connecticut.
If you get off the Maine Turnpike at Exit 8 and make a right
on Riverside, Yankee Lanes is about three miles down on the
right-hand side. You can't miss it.
Riverside Street is a two-lane slice of outland America, a
suburban frontier dotted with gas stations, small businesses and
convenience stores. Against such a background, Yankee Lanes
looks like Xanadu, Kubla Khan's "stately pleasure dome" - with
perhaps a bit more parking in the front yard.
Inside Yankee Lanes, the Xanadu comparison holds true. The
control center, where shoes are rented and fees assessed, looks
like a scale model of the Boston Hilton's lobby, a sculpted,
carpeted area replete with formally attired attendants.
The lobby is separated from the bowling lanes by a series of
"observation stations," walled-in areas with Formica tables and
large, comfortable chairs. It's easy to imagine a group of
elegant, elaborately dressed potentates sitting at these tables,
bejeweled hands cupping snifters of brand y while being

Looking around at all this Middle American splendor, I
begin to wonder about how much sense it makes to build such
an edifice in these troubled times. According to manager David
"Jake" Jacobs, it cost "just a skosh" under $4 million to build
Yankee Lanes. Aren't they afraid of losing their sequined
bowling shirts in the coming recession?
"Nope," says Jacobs, a mustachioed man of average height
with a bowling-pin phYSique. "The best thing about bowling is
that it's economy-proof. This is our (the Yankee Lanes bowling
chain's) 15th center. We've opened similar centers in towns
with 30 percent unemployment and never missed a beat. When
the economy is good, we do well. When the economy is bad, we
do well."
What about the local competition?
"Pride's Comer is about a mile up Route 302," says Paul
Sottery. '1t's only got 14 lanes. They're going to do better with
us here, I think. The local men's and women's bowling associations have a combined membership of about 700 or so. We'll
increase that to 2000 or better just by being here."
Paul's lane count on Pride's Comer is off by 12 (candlepin)
lanes. Pride's Comer is a "split house": 14 tenpin lanes and a
dozen candlepin. Perhaps the latter don't qualify as "bowling
lanes" in Paul's mind. There is a certain amount of intergame
rivalry that lends itself to belittling the competition.
On Oct. 31, the day Yankee Lanes opened, the American
Journal recorded some pretty damning words: "'Now this is
real bowling,' David Jacobs, the manager (of Yankee Lanes)
responds to the candlepin question." That is, real bowling, as
opposed to candlepin bowling.
These are fightin' words in some parts, and many candlepin
bowlers are ready to fight.
Russ Glidden, president of the Western Maine State
Candlepin Bowling Association, is incensed by such statements.
He is a part-owner of Colonial Lanes in Westbrook, and a recent
convert to candlepin bowling. "I don't understand it," he says
of Jacobs' remark. 'That's slanderous. Candlepin bowling is
second only to auto racing in payouts in Maine. We've got our
own show on Fox (television channel) 51, and it's getting more
popular every year."
Josh McGraw, program director at WPXT Channel 51,
doesn't confirm or deny Russ's claim to a growth in the ratings
for "Maine Candlepin Bowling," but believes that such growth
is possible. ''We've just moved it into a new time slot, noon
Saturday. I expect (the show) will do much better in the future.
"I used to work at WCBB in Boston," says Josh, "where a
candlepin bowling show had been on the air for 30 years, and
was the most popular, regionally scheduled local show in
sports. I anticipate the same results for Maine candlepin
bowling."
If you judge the permanency of candlepin bowling strictly by
what you see on television, you'd have to conclude that
candlepin is doing pretty well. Of the eight bowling shows seen
on TV in Southern Maine every week, six are about candlepin
bowling. That definitely indicates a certain amount of solid,
regional support for the Old Game.
Bill Bolton, the Boston-based president of the International
Candlepin Bowling Proprietors' Association, believes that
candlepin bowling has always been stronger than tenpin in

New England, and always will be. "You hear a lot of talk about
new candlepin bowling centers opening, but I don't know what
the numbers are, exactly. One just opened in East Bridgewater,
Mass."
''There's been some growth in tenpin over the years, but
more places are closing. There were 50 here in Massachusetts at
one time. Now there are just 19. It just never really took. But
there are 95 candlepin centers in our organization, and at least
35 non-members still going strong."
Bolton loves the candlepin game, but doesn't believe that it
makes him morally superior to tenpin players. "People tend to
go with whatever they learn first and stick with that. Tenpin
players think that candlepin bowling is stupid and ridiculous,
and candlepin players feel the same way about tenpin. They're
like religions."

Early German

The old place
The Prides Comer Bowling Center was built in 1959, but it
could have been part of suburban Hiroshima in 1945. The
exterior is in rough shape. It's seen better days. It could use
some help.
The interior of Prides Comer has fared no better. The
lighting is uneven and the decor has that worn-too-long look of
a pair of castoff basketball shoes.
But the charm of Pride's Comer is that it's a historical object,
a place forever frozen at some moment in 1962. All the subsequent wear and tear has produced a funky antiquity, and
anyone interested in local history would have a ball in this
place.
Joe Early, a pleasant, middle-aged man in a tee shirt and
dungarees, greets me at the door and gives me the grand tour.
His official title is "Mechanic." He is we1l aware of his new
neighbor's size and status, but he isn't worried by it.
"Yes, they'll take some business away from us," says Joe.
"But we're actually pleased that another bowling center has
opened here. It'll help as well as hurt. This will give bowlers a
healthy choice. When the newness wears off, people will come
back here."
Upstairs, owner Charles Kennedy is shooting a little pool
with some friends to the sounds of "solid-gold hit radio." The
oldies blend with the decor to complete the sense of time travel
that is Pride's Comer's mystique.
''We knew they (Yankee Lanes) were coming," Charlie says,
a thirtyish average American male leaning on his pool cue.
'There's room for another bowling alley here. They're only
taking Northgate's place." (Northgate was a tenpin bowling
center in Westbrook that closed two years back.)
Does Charle~ bowl?
"I used to bowl tenpin, but I hurt my shoulder. I just shoot
pool these days."
He takes a sip from a can of Bud and lines up a shot, a bankand-split that doesn't quite work. It's still one of the lesser vices,
some game involving hand-eye coordination played between
friends over a couple of beers.
''We're the only split house in Maine," he says proudly.
"Yankee Lanes is a nice, new, expensive place. Their prices are
almost double ours."
But what about the bilevel discotheque with the smoke and
mirrors, Tom Cruise smarming over the bowling alleys and all
that rot? Can any red-blooded American resist that kind of
recreational experience?
He shrugs. ''We'll suffer a little bit, but we'll be alright."

bowlers drank
two-handed
draughts
of skull-busting

mead between
frames,
thus establishing
the relationship
between
beer and sports
at an early stage.

W.D. Cutlip is an expert on all sports
that involve Strong Drink.

Scott Nason and Kevin Malu:o yuk It up over a pitcher of beer at Prides Corner.
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CYR INDUSTRIES, INC.

Electrical Contractors
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1-800-287-'\lVIRE

P.O. Box 2123, No. Windham, ME 04062

10 Exchan ... St., Portland 772·9600

CHECK lJS OlJT!
• Egg Dishes-Plain or Pancy
!;l] BREAKFAST
Complete Breakfast Specials
(w/coffee or tea)
from $1.95 - $2.45

!;l]LUNCH

• Pancakes
• Muffins & Bagels
• Belgian Waffles-plain or lopped
• Omelets
• Much more!
• Salads

We bake our own White,
Rye & Wheat Breads.

!;l]DINNER
At ScaTboroug/l Only· Dinner
Classics from 4pm-8pn Daily
(exc. Sun.) $5.95 & $6.95.

Mon-Wed: Two $5.95
Classics for $8.50.

• Soups
• Veggies
• Hot & Cold Dinners
from $3.95 10 $5.95
• Stuffed Pork
• Chicken Cordon Bleu
• Baked Ham
• Turkey Dinner
• Baked Mannicotti
• Much more!

BREAKFAST SERVED ALL DAY

The MAGIC MUFFIN Restaurants
Rl. 1 Scarborough, 883·1462
Market Place· Fax 883-1419
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551 Congress St • 773·6957
Portland • Fax 761-7094

Just Add
Socl~
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your Birlcenstock store
337 Forest Ave.- Portland, Maine· 207-773-6601
Huge inlrl'entOf)'. _pert. fittlflQ. mIik:Wd« n.lOOWtde, complete
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: NAIL SERVICES 1/2 PRICE! . FACED WITH ANOTHER EVENING OF
PAINTING YOUR DoGY

Nails by Mary

Try Happy Hou r at
SALUTES instead.

Owner of two successful Connecticul salons.

Come to the nail technician
with 10 years experience
for your complete nail care.
• manicures
• pedicures
• acrylic nails
• gel nails
• nail wraps

781-7203

~---
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Maine's.l\ Authentic
Oyster Bar

Ouotel'
Mixing Good People, Good Food and
Good Drinks for 13 Years
Our full Menu served from HAM to MJdnJgbt
Best Steamers in Town
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Recently, for the first time,
I had the opportunity to read
Casco Bay Weekly. I was
happy to find within your
election endorsements and
the referendum questions.
However, it was with dismay
that I found the slang term "it
sucks" in W.O. Cutlip's
column entitled "Neil
Quixote Versus Big Bill"
(CBW 11/1/90).
Another major disappointment came when skimming
through the advertisements.
This reader took offense at
finding an ad for homosexual
hook-up services (gay
matching). Insult upon injury
was added upon finding their
services number: 6969.
What is happening to
morality in America? Please
do not allow your paper to be
a part of our decline.

I read with interest the
article on overpopulation,
Too Many People, that
appeared in your Sept. 27
issue. I recall reading a 1967
publication from the United
Nations concerning an
international conference that
dealt with the issue of
feeding the world's population. The results of this study
showed that not only could
the earth sustain its growing
population but already had in
place the means by which all
the peoples of the world
could be fed. The document
went on to say, however, that
it was up to the governments
and peoples of the world to
implement the means that
would end hunger. The earth
can feed its people, the
resources apparently are not
finite but the problems facing
us are such that we must
want to be part of the
MarkP. Reed
solution and demand our
Friendship
governments to become
responSible and responsive to
the needs of everyone.
People in Maine may not
be
dying
from hunger but
Go play under
they are suffering from its
the power lines
effects: poor nutrition leads
I am writing this letter
to frequent illnesses, learning
about the article that I read in
disabilities, etc. 140,000 or
your paper about the mounmore people in Maine live
tain bikers who can't find
below the poverty level.
many places to ride (CBW 9/
210,000 more live slightly
27/90). I am an all-terrain
above this level. Thirty-five
vehicle (A TV) rider and can
percent are children and 15
sympathize with the mounpercent are elderly. 105,000
tain bikers. I think that
individuals are served by the
individual towns and the
food stamp program and the
state should get together and
numbers are rising. 82,000
deSignate areas for motorized
Maine people are hungry for
and non-motorized vehicles.
some period of time each
Power lines are a favorite
month.
place for people to go riding
With such staggering
and I think that the power
figures is it any wonder that
company should make all
we think the earth cannot
power lines open to off-road
feed its people? But the
vehicles.
answer is not in the lack of
Also, Maine should follow
food.
the example of other states
November 16 through 25
and incorporate a Tread
is Ending Hunger Week
Lightly program. A basic
Now. It is in its fifth year in
description of the Tread
Maine and its purpose is to
Lightly program is that the
seek the solutions to the
state takes certain areas of its
problems of hunger and
parks and other lands and
homelessness with their
designates them for off-road
contributing causes of abuse,
vehicles with clearly marked , joblessness and illiteracy.
trails, to eliminate the need to
There are apprOximately 75
venture off the trails and do
statewide service organizadamage to vegetation. In
tions working to end hunger
addition, there should be a
in Maine and along with
stipulation that any motorvolunteers for the Ending
ized vehicle on state lands
Hunger Now Campaign they
must be registered. That way,
will be calling on you to help
if one person decides to be a
raise money to meet the
loser and be loud and tear up
immediate needs of Maine's
and down trails, then he can
hungry and seek more
be identified and restricted
pennanent solutions to the
from further use so the
problem. Our goal is to end
people who want to follow
hunger at home. Everywhere
the rules and have fun can do
by the year 2000.
so.
For further information,
Because our reputation has
please call Carrie Gervais,
already been tarnished, I
622-6060 or write to her at 58
doubt that anything will be
Davenport St., Augusta. We
done for ATV riders but I am
are all part of the solution.
hopeful that something will.
Let's end the problem!
Until then I will continue to
ride and have fun wherever I
am.

Michael Witham
Portland

Casco Bay Weekly is a member
of the Association of Alternative
Newsweeklies

"It's the best
damn beer
I ever drank!"

~I!b/
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Enjoy a view of the Marina from
the relaxing atmosphere of (1'_.5___

End hunger
at home

C{alf-e
Claire Cline
Augusta

Jonathan 51. laurent

Jonathan St. Laurent, owner of
Uncle Billy's South Side BBQ.
South Portland.

·O.K., SO a lew years ago I

invented Death by
Chocolate, and now I own
Uncle Billy's, but by God,
I never tasted a beer this
good:

Think
of it as
Morning
Radio
for
grownups.
Jim Crocker
and Bruce Campbell are Portland's favorite morning radio team.
Why? Because they put an adult
perspective on the events and issues
of the day. And because their supporting cast includes Maine's best
radio news staff, award-winning
sportscasts, the most accurate
weather forecasts, the country's only
Australian astrological prognosticator and a guest list that reads like a
"Who's Who in Maine." Try us for a
month-we're sure it will change the
way you start your day!

CJi7c

Portland's NewsfTalk Station

Discover Portland Lager
yourself. It's smooth and
delicious. Full-bodied and
very satisfying.
11 you can't lind Portland

Lager where you drink your
beer, go to Uncle Billy's and
ask Jonathan lor the best
damn beer in the house!

- But belore you goLook lor special Uncle Billy's
coupons In Portland Lager
I>-packs.
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Take Me. Home.
Maine Coast Brewing Company
Portland, MaIne

• Brave tunes: Brave
Combo, an incredibly
eclectic "punk polka"
band and scourge of the
slumber set, will do some
brave, strange things at
Raoul's, 865 Forest Ave.,
tonight at 9 p.m. Tickets
for this concert are $5 which is approximately $5
cheaper than their records.
Such a deal! For more
information (as if you
needed any), call 773-6886.

• Brave flicks: Sneak
Preview 2 is a screening of
three new films to benefit
the second annual Maine
Lesbian and Gay Film
Festival. The centerpiece of
tonight's preview is Stuart
Marshall's "Comrades In
Arms" (Great Britain,
1990). Also showing will
be "Flames of Passion"
(Great Britain, 1989) and
"Can't You Take A Joke?"
(Australia, 1989). The
show starts tOnight at 8
p.m. in Luther Bonney
Auditorium, Bedford St.,
Portland. Tickets are $15
and are available at the
Whole Grocer and
Amadeus Music. Refreshments and complimentary
hors d'oeuvres will be
served after the screenings. For more information, call 828-4714.

• See voice: Maine Writers
& Publishers Alliance

offers a workshop called
"Finding Your Visual
Voice: Elements of
Graphic Design" to introduce beginners to ele··
ments of layout and
typography. The workshop will be held today
from 1 a.m. to 3 p.m. Cost

The Casco
Bay Weekly
Calendar:
10 days and
more ways
to be
Informed,
get Involved
and stay
amused.
Submissions for Entertainment Weekly sections
must be received In writing on the Thunday prior
to publication. Send your Calendar and Listings
Information to: Ellen L1burt, Casco Bay Weekly,
551A Congress St., Portland, ME 04101.
is $30 for members of
MWP A, $35 for nonmembers. Pre-registration
required; no walk-in's will
be admitted. Send payment to: 19 Mason St.,
Brunswick 04011. To
reserve a space, call 7296333.
• Buy time: A handmade
quilt, a Fenway Skybox
and a weekend of fly
fishing are among the
items available at the
"Autumn Auction at
Waynflete School," 6 p.m.
in the Waynflete School
gymnasium, 360 Spring
St., Portland. Proceeds will
benefit the school's scholarship fund. For more
information, call 772-6832.
See things: The Elder Arts
Center will open in Portland with a celebration of
the arts featuring a free
luncheon, live performances and an art exhibit
from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m.
This event is open to all
members of
Cumberland County's
older population,
their families and
friends. The Elder
Arts Center is
located at the
Cummings
Center, 134
Congress St.,
Munjoy Hill.
For more
information,
call 874-8870.
• Eat things:
Holy Trinity
Parish House,
133 Pleasant
St., Portland,
is sponsoring
a Greek
Pastry and
Bread Sale
today from

10 a.m. to 3 p.m. There will
be vasilopeta bread,
baklava, theples,
paximathia and
spanikopeta. Advance
orders are welcome, and
probably advisable; this is
great stuff! For more
information, call 774-0281.
• Hear stuff: The Portland
Concert Association is
introducing a new series
for children and families
called "Superstuff!" - four
exciting events that will
take place in Portland Gty
Hall Auditorium on
Saturday and Sunday
afternoons. Superstuff!
begins today at 1:30 p.m.
with the singing duo of
Rosenshontz, who are
known for their offbeat

What's the best
way to reach skiers
_throughout
Greater Portland?

How To Trim
Your Budget
Without Cutting
The Essentials

Casco Bay Weekly's
November 21 issue
highlighting skiing
in New England!

"" \l{!J

Over 22,000 of our readers
have skied Cross Country
or Downhill in the past
year.

) THURSDAYS
HAVE ARRIVEDI
Fresh music from the wortd's
greatest dance clubs, spun by Dale
Chartes, D.J. from Boston's
hotspot· The Hub Club. Every
Thurs. Including Thanksgiving.

When you "Think Snow",
think

Only at ZOOTZ

Call 775-6601 for
more Info.

,

31 FOREST AVE

0

773-8187

humor, inventive lyrics
and eclectic music style.
All four Supers tuff! events
may be purchased as a
series for $28 for adults,
$20 for children, or individually at $8 and $6. For
more information, call
772-8630.

What are these big
guys made of1
See Nov. 17.

opens
at 7
p.m.
in the

• Ski persons: L.L. Bean is
sponsoring a public clinic
called "Waxing Basics:
Wood and Synthetic
Skis," from 7:30 to 8:30
p.m. The clinic is free and
open to the skiing public.
Call 865-4761, ext. 7800 or
1~341-4341,ext. 7800
for more information.

• Future lecture: Greater
Portland Landmarks has
invited nationally recognized experts to present
models of downtown
revitalization for a series
of noon lectures. Today's
lecture will be "Downtown: Designs For Action," given by Fred I.
Kent, president of Project
for Public Spaces, Inc., 12
p.m. at the First Parish
Unitarian Church, 425
Congress St., Portland.
The lecture is free and
open to the public. For
more information, call
774-5561.
• Past lecture: "Paddle
Wheels: The Coming of
Maine's Age of Steam" is
the title of a lecture to be
given by Linwood Snow
7:30 p.m. at the Maine
Maritime Museum, 243
Washington St., Bath.
Admission is $3 for
museum members, $5 for
non-members. For more
information, call 443-1316.

• 'Cracker nuts: "Backstage at The Nutcracker"
is a lecture/ demonstration for school children at
the Portland Gty Hall

$9.95
One of many entrees under $10

I

• Big show: Two of the
area's best bands, the
Barry Arvin Young Band
and D.T. Seizure, will

~~~ MAINE ~~~
ENVIRONMENTAL
PRODUCTS

allM

DISAGREE?

Fri. & Sat.

P.O. BOXME
3322
PORTLAND,
04104
772-4408
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Does this look like a tough nut to crack?
See Nov. 21.

RAFFLES
C·A·F·E
BCX)KSTORE
Sunday

portland

cr-t mu.oo· gr-

grub

ofri. & sat. 11/16& 17

$10. 50 incll.des tax,

*

... .. ...

{71
East End lazz

100 sheets of 8 1/lxll
white or ivory
recycled stationery
with 50 envelopes
shipPing and
handUng

• Art works: The Annual
Holiday Art Bazaar, an
indoor gathering of """.n"
artists and their works,
sponsored by the Union
Maine Visual Artists, will
be held on the first and
second floors of One Gty
Center, Portland, from 10
a.m. to 6 p.m. Contemporary art at affordable
prices, with many works
selling from $15-$100. For
more information, call 7750712.
• Bok works: Singer /
songwriter Gordon Bok
will be joined tonight by
old-time musicians John
and Ellen Gawler at 8 p.m.
in Bowdoin College's
Pickard Theater in
Brunswick. Admission is
$10 in advance, $12 at the
door, with special rates for
seniors and students;
children under 12 (accompanied by an adult) are
free. For more information, call 832-6863.

",". L

The gift that
shows you care!
Solve a Hilarious Murder Mystery
over a Four Course Dinner!

bring down the house
tonight at Geno's, 13
Brown St., Portland. For
more information, call 7727891.

~~

"Recycled producls Ihal
mak£ a difJereru:e"

Baker's Table

58 Pine Street 773·8223

• Big flick: The Movies, 10
Exchange St., Portland,
will screen Bertrand Blier's
"Going Places" this
evening at 7 and 9 p.m.
"Going Places" profiles a
crime/ sex/ violence spree
of two rebellious Frenchmen, and ultimately leads
the viewer to ask two
simple questions: ''What is
fun?" and "What is freedom?" Find your own
answers this evening. For
more information, call 7729600.

OISH?tBUtOI1S. lNCom:>oRAJED

434 Fore Street
Old Port

""EE

Auditorium
today at
10a.m.
Admission
for this event
is $3, and
tickets will be
available at the
door. There will
also be an open
dress preview of
The Nutcracker at 7
p.m. this evening at
Portland Gty Hall
Auditorium, featuring
guest artists from the
Washington Ballet and the
American Ballet East
Orchestra. (See Stage
Listings for information on
the Nov. 23-24 shows.)
Tickets for this event are $6
at the door. For more
information, call 878-3032.

I"

Tofu with parsnips
and baby carrots in
a lemon wine sauce.

Casco~

/

• Local champs: SoJ;)rarIO
suprema Bonnie Scarpelli
and organist/ wizard
Daniel Junken will perform an eclectic selection
of spiritual and operatic
works at 4 p.m. at the
Woodfords Congregational Church, 202
Woodford St., Portland .
The program includes a
solo cantata by Bach,
Louis Vieme's ''Les
Angelus," "He's Got the
Whole World in His
Hands," "Were You
There?" and other perennial favorites. There will
be no admission fee for
this concert, but donations
are welcome,and will be
used tofundfuture
concerts at the Woodfords
Congregational Church.
For more information, call
774-8243.
World champs: Olympic
champions skate into
Portland: ''Brian
Boitano and
Katarina Witt:
Skating II"

Cumberland County Gvic
Center. Tickets are $25,
$20 and $18.50. All seats
are reserved. For more
information, call 775-3481.

*

quartet

Jim. Kyden (ban)
Car! 0&_ (flUUl)
Gary Willner (gw/ar)
SUlVe Johnson (dr/Jlns)

WRITE A
to: VIEWS
Casco Bay Weekly
187 Clark Street
Portland, ME 04102

',un 11/18

Open lazz lam
'wed. & thurl. 11/21 & 11/22

The Cafe will

be closed
20 danforth st .• 772-8114

WRITING A WOMAN'S LIFE
Cleopatra: Histories,
Dreams and Distractions,
Lucy Hughes·Haliet.
Women In the Age of the
Amertcan Revolution,
Hoffman & Albert. Editors.
Woman of letters:
life of Virginia Woolf,
Phyllis Rose.

Wed & Thurs 'tiI8PM, Sundays 12·5.
555 CONGRESS STREIT
PORTLAND. 761·3930

Noll 18 3 HOUR DANCE PARTY
with
7-10:80
$8 advance
$9 door
Available

at ZOOTZ &
Amadeus
Music
D.J. Bob

10:30·1 :30

Master Ibrahlma Camara
Plus his 13 piece
World Beat Orchestra
& Dance Troupe

*Wed. Nov. 21

Stan; of New Years Portland

9-1 AM

*

(Thanksgiving Eve)

T1x $8 advance, $10 door
Available at ZOOTZ & Amadeus M .. ic
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Casco Bay Weekly
""'- AI_ Mom and dad forget to hire
a babysi\ler and suddenly irs a game of
burglars versus I'infant 1errible. With Joe

"Everything we ate was so delicious ... ecstasyr

Taste and TeU
Mane Sunday Telegram, 212S/90

Pesd and Daniel S\em.

***1/2

SILVER
= SCREEN

only Mon-Fri
81b1lnt Rivalry (PG)

r---------------------~
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FREE~:

7-
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TOPPINGS
ON ANY
PiZZA
Mention coupon
when calling .
Not to be combined
with other offers.
1 coupon per pizza.
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CLUBS
11.15

'First, third and fourth shows

Gmt;"ued from 1()-day CALENDAR

10 am-6:30pm mon-rri • 870 Broadway. S. PorTland

~OS~ ~ ~~

Nickelodeon
Temple and Middle, Portland.
772-9751
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The FrD® Autumn Harvest™ Bouquet. Just
call or visit us today. $27.50, . $30. 00 and $35.00
Thanksgiving is Thursday,
November 22.

east
your
eyes.

ROSENSHONTZ
Saturday,
November 17, 1:3Op.m
Portland City Hall Auditorium
$8 Adult/$6 Child

Sponsored b;.o.y________- - .

_

tl iHIU'.t1..lf!-'-

An unforgettable afternoon of singing, laughter and
hand-clapping family fun! Share in the musical antics
with the hilarious singing duo, Rosenshontz.
Portland Concen Association
262 Cumberland Avenue
Portland, Maine 04101

772·8630

Av"on Director Barry Levinson returns to

Jacob'. Udder Man is trapped between
awful reality and ugly unreality as he
searches for sanity in NYC. With Tim
Robbins. Elizabeth Pens and Danny
Aiello.
The
Twin brothers rule London's
underground clJring the 19605. Directed
by Peter Medak. whh Billie Whitelaw.
Tom Bell. Steven Berkoff and Kate
Hardie.
~kacI for Death Steven Seagal plays
a retired drug enforcement officer who
returns home tofindhlsold neighbortlood
destroyed by drugs.
Mamphi. Balla Matthew Moone stars in
this movie about a World War II bomber
crew on Its final mission.
Milia". Cro. .lng Ethan and Joel Coen's
tribute to the morally ambiguous crime
drama of Dashiell Hammell. WHh Gabriel
Byrne. Marcia Gay Harden and Albert
Finney.
Mr. DntinrJim Belushi plays a man who
wonders what his life might have been ff
he hadn't struck out in a high school
basebal game.
Pacific Heigh.. Matthew Medine and
Melanie Griffith playa young couple who
buy an old house and. after lots of hard
work. rent an apartment in their newly
renovated home to a psychopath
(Michael Keaton). The plot synopsis and
the calli might lead you to believe this is
going to be funny. Don·t be fooled . The
corning attractions indcate that this movie
lakes itself seriously (Medine in overalls
and all).
The Raec: ...... Down UnderBemardand
Miss Bianca. crim&-stopping rodents of
the 1977 DIsney release The Rescuers.
do it again - in Australia. Featuring the
voices of Bob Newhart and Eva Gabor.

K,.,.

Bahimore, where he filmed 'Diner' and
"Tin Men; aller making the geographically diverse "Good Morning. Vietnam'
and 'Rain Man.' Levinson's latest movie
is an autobiographical account of three
generations of an immigrant Jewish
family living in Baltimore.
Bon SoIr, Me. Amla This locally proclJced video traces the rruslcal careers
of BenGuilemette. a fiddlerfrorn Sanford.
and Lionel "Toots' Bouthot. a singer.
guitarist and pianist from Biddeford.
Black Rain II's 'nuclear summer' in
Hi-oshima, 1945. A couple escape the
ru ined city with their niece in tow and
encounter hundreds of the dead and
dying en route. Five years later. the
niece is cautiously wooed by suitors who
are all-too-aware of the effects of the
'black rain.' Japanese with subtittes.
C.,.'t you t.ka a joka? A film noir spoof
in which an alluring gumshoe is hired to
help locate her client's lost sense of
humor.
Child'. Pial' 2 John Lafia's sequel about
a murderous dol namedChucky. Strictly
for horror fans.
Cornrad. . In " " ' - Six lesbians and gay
men desaibe their lives within the British
armed forces during WoN 11. The film
weaves HoII~ike roman~ interludes with popular songs. archival footage and interviews.
Chlnllt_n Private investigator Jack
Nicholson uncovers a murder and a
crooked land deal. This may be Roman
Polanski's best effort. and is certainly
one of the best modern movies in tie
genre. With Faye Dunaway and John
Huston.
F.ntIIsI. Walt Disney'sanimated masterpiece. digitally remastered for better
sound and enhanced color. One of the
finest examples of animated film ever to
have been produced. Highly recommended.
FIa_ Of ......... This brief. witty remake of the dassic British tear-jer!<er
' Briel Encounter' follows a ' dishy doctor
aboard a train bound for strange romance."
Gh<»t Patrick Swayze plays a dual role corpse and ghost- in a somewhat banal
story about the underworld afterlife. Derni
Moore is his worried , berellgirlfriend and Raw.....1of Fortuna Claus von Bulow is
tried and convicted of murdering his wife
Vincent Schiavelli is an experienced
in a three-ring legal circus . With Jeremy
poltergeist who shows Swayze the
Irons. Glenn Close and Ron Silver.
ghosay ropes.
GoIng PIM: .. Two Frenchmen go on a Rockr V Sytvester Stallone is reunited
here with the originai Rocky director
small crime spree. bullying men and
John G. Avildsen. Rocky Balboa is in
women . stealing cars, snatching purses.
debt to the IRS. but too mush-brained to
Are they just happYllo-lucky run-loving
climb back into the ring . Real-life boxer
guys. or something more sinister? The
Tommy Morrison becomes Rocky's
answer is yes.
protege. which doesn'tsitweW with Rocky
Jr.• played byreal-lifeson Sage Stallone.
Sibling Rivalry Carl Reiner's comedy
about a housewife'saffairwith a stranger
wtlh a (fatal) heart condition. With Kirstie
Alley and Carrie Fisher.
Tha Third M.,. Widely considered to be
the best suspense film of all time. A
writer (Joseph Cotton) discovers that an
old fnend - a supposedy dead friend - is
alive and kicking as the head of a nasty
European black market organization.
With Orson Welles. Alida VaiH and Trevor
Howard.
Whlta Palace Susan Sarandon is a wailress on the poor side of town and James
GI_prdShIft HorrorthrillersetinMai'Ie
Spader Is the younger man in her life.
andWTitlert bythatmaslerofhorrorstories Woman In the Dunes An OOfemoiogist.
set In small-town Maine. Stephen King.
out collecting insects In the Japanese
With David Andrews. KeflyWoK.SIBphen
countryside . misses the bus back to the
Macht and Brad Ooum.
city and lakes temporary shelter in the
Henry and Juna Henry Miller. June MilJer
home of a young woman - who collects
and Anais Nin launch a (small) sexual
him. Based on a novel by Kobo Abe.
revolution in Paris. Fred Ward. Maria De
Japanese with subtitles.
Madeiros and Uma Thurman.

1 :40.3 :45. 7 :15, 9 :20
(through Nov 15)
RockJV (PG)
1:40,4:10, 7 :30.9:55
(from Nov 16)
R-.ra(G)
12:50. 3:20. 6 :55. 9:15 (from
Nov 16)

The K,.,. (A)
12:50. 3 :30.6 :55. 9:35
(through Nov 15)
9 :40 only (from Nov 16)
Avalon (PG)
1 :10.3:50. 7, 9:40
(through Nov 15)
1 :10.3:50, 7 (from Nov 16)
....ry and Jun. (NC 17)
1. 3 :40. 6 :50. 9 :30

Jacob'.....dder (R)
1 :20. 3:55, 7 :10.9:50
R _ I of Fortun. (A)
1 :30. 4, 7:20, 9 :45

General Cinemas
Maine Mall
Maine Mall Road. South
Portland
774- 1022
Note: all times are
through Nov 20.

Can 774-7022 for new scehdule
starting Nov. 27.
~Alon.(PG)

12:45, 3. 5 :20. 7 :40, 10
(from Nov 16)
F.n..... (G)
1 :15. 4 , 7,9:30
(through Nov 15)
Child's Play 2 (R)
1:15, 3 :15, 5:15,7:15.9:15

Whit. Palace (A)
1,3:15.5:30.7:45. 10
Mr, Destiny (PG)
1 :30,4 :15.7. 9 :30
Martlad For Death (A)
1, 3 :05 . 5 :10. 7:15, 9 :20
Ohem (PG)
1 :30. 4 :15, 7. 9 :50
Pacific Height. (A)
1. 3 :15. 5 :30, 7:45. 10

Evening Star
Tontine Mall . Brunswick

729-5486
Mil ...... Cro_lng (A)
Call ahead for times.

The Movies
10 Exchange Street. Portland
772-9600
Blaell Rain
Nov 14- 18
Wed-Fri 7. 9 :15
Sat-Sun 12:30, 7

Woman In tho Dunes
Nov 17- 18
Sat-Sun Mat 4 :45
Chln.town
Nov 17-20
Sat-Sun 2 :30. 9 :15
Mon-Tues 6 :45. 9 :15
Oolng Place.
Nov 21-25
Wed-Sat 7. 9 :15
Sat-Sun Mat 1

Portland
Museum of Art
Th. Third Man
Nov 15. 7pm

Bon Iolr, .... Amla
Nov 18, 2 pm

USM'I Luther Bonney
Auditorium
Bedford 51., Portland
The Sneak Preview to
Benefit the Second Annual
Maine Lesbian and
Gay Film Festival
828-4714
Comrad. . In Anna
(Great Britain. 1990)
" ' - of Paa60n
(Great Britian, 1989)
Can't You Tak. A Joke?
(Australian. 1989)
Nov 16, 8 pm

9 Foden Ro ad, Sou t h Portland
Near the Maine Mall
across from UPS "

Portl.nd Rocka,. (rock) Geno's. 13
Brown St, Portland. 772-7891 .
lilt Apr.. Iki Spacial with The ........ (rock. r&b . jazz) Horsefeathers. 193
Middle St. Portland. 773-3501.
FIah Allan (piano) L~tle Willie·s. 36 Market St. Portland. 773-4500.
Panic station (rock) Moose Alley. 46
Market St. Pordand. 774-5246.
Thunder Bar (rock) Old Port Tavern, 11
Moulton St. Portland. 774-<l444.
8roacIcaet., (rock) Spring Point Cafe.
175 Pickell St. S. Portland. 767-4627.
~ Karaoka, Or. . Powers, D,J,
(dance) T-Bird·s . 126 N. Boyd St, Portland. 773-8040.

775-4312

~ff~w~~~~~'~~--~

Serving You and Your Business
General PTactice of Law Including:
• Divorce, Custody & Support:

• Commercial Law

• Criminal Defense

• Worker's Comp./per.;onallnjury

• DUll OAS

• Real Estate I Ttde

Insurance

LI 6 B~~~~:s~~~~l~~!:R iI i
EASY ACCESS

797.2700

FREE PARKING

FRIDAY 11.18
E. .t End Jazz Quartat Oazz) Cafe No.
20 Danforth St. Portland. 772-8114.
Blue Root. (blues) Dry Dock. 84 Commercial St. Portland. 774-3550.
steel Cow, the Vouts (rock) Geno's, 13
Brown St. Pordand. 772-7891 .
The Jesters (rock. r&b. jazz)
Horsefeathers. 193 Middle St. Pordand.
773-3501 .
SwInging Hot (jazz) litlle Willie·s. 36
Market St. PorUand. 773-4500.
SwIft Icac:ub. . (rock) Moose Alley. 46
Market St. Portland. 774-5246.
Thunder Bar (rock) Old Port Tavern. 11
Moulton St, Portland. 774-<l444.
Port City
(rock) Raoul's. 865
Forest Ave. Portland. 773-6886.
No Real NeIghbors (rock) Spring Point
Cafe, 175 Pickell S~ S. Portland. 7674627.

"'Ia..,.

SATURDAY 11.17
E. .t End Jazz Quartet Oazz) Cafe No.
20 Danlorth St. Portland. 772-8114.
Valero Pa....... with Paul French
(rock) Dry Dock. 84 Convnercial St,
Portland. 774-3550.
Boom Shank., Flamingo Smila (rock)
Geno·s. 13 Brown St. Portland. 7727891.
Karaoka (lip sync. interactive entertainment) Horsefeathers. 193 Middle St.
Portland. 773-3501 .
Swlnlling Hot (jazz) lillie Willie·s. 36
Market St. Portland. 773-4500.
SwIft k:oc:ub. . (rock) Moose Alley. 46
Market St. PorUand. 774-5246.
Thunder Bar (rock) Old Port Tavern. 11
Moulton S~ Portland. 774-<l444.
Jimmr Dewkf". (blues) Raoul 's. 865
Forest Ave. Portland. 773-6886.
No Raiil Nelghbon (rock) Spring Point
Cafe. 175 Picken St. S. Portland. 7674627.

The

wortd come, to ZOOTZ_

Master Ibrahima at Zootz
On Nov. 21, 200tz (31 Forest Ave., Portland) presents Master
Ibrahima Camara of Senegal and his 13-piece World Beat Orchestra
and Dance Troupe. This is going to be one hell of a good show, and
you should come with the knOWledge that you will be amazed.
Stevie Wonder fans will remember Master Ibrahima from his
sterling work on 'The Secret Life of Plants." He was born and
raised in Senegal, West Africa, and his roots come through his
music loud and clear_
But his band - indeed, his whole approach to music - originate
from the cardinal points of the compass. His band includes musicians from the Caribbean (steel drums, percussion); the U.s.A.
(keyboard, trap drums, bass, trumpet); Czechoslovakia (saxophone); Eritrea (guitar); Cuba (vocals); and Africa (percussion,
vocals).
It would be incorrect to assume that this combination of sounds
is somehow random or forced . Master Ibrahima blends influences
and rhythms with subtlety and restraint_
Tickets for this event are $9 in advance (available at Amadeus
Music and 2ootz), or $10 at the door. For more information, call
77:H!187.
W.O. Cutlip

D.rlan BrahIM (rock) Gritty McDurrs. Rick Ma,.t... Jazz .nd Vocal. (big
396 Fore St. Portland. 772-2739.
band jazz) Salutes in the Portland ReE..t Coast Mojo (rock) Old Port Tavem,
gency. 20 Milk St. Portland. 774-4200.
11 Moulton St. Portland. 774-0444.
Open MI_ Night wHh Pat., O....on.
Unplugged ConcorU Ac-UC: mu.lc.
Spring Point cafe. 175 Pickett St, S.
no cover. Scoll Folsom. Scott ElliOt and
PorUand. 767~7 .
Sean Poller and The Only Motions
(acoustic) Raoul·s. 865 Forest Ave.
PorUand. 773~.
Sundar Brunch In tha Ballroom. featuring a Classical Duo, Portland Regency,
20 Milk Street. Portland. 774-4200.
Haadllner Comedy (comedy) T -Bird·s.
126 N. Boyd St. Portland. 773-8040.
AccKatic and Electric Michael Dahanr
(rock) Geno·s. 13 Brown S~ Pordand.
Acou.tlc Blue. Jam every Sunday
772-7891 .
starting at 7 pm at Uncle Billy·s. 60
Cafa No Jazz Jam. open jam session with
Ocean St, S. Portland. 767-7119.
AcouIIticClMSlc: Brenda Moore, John
rhythm seclion (byo jazz) Cafe No. 20
Part, Chip Schwehm (acoustic)
Danforth St. Portland. 772-8114.
Ho!sefeathers. 193 Middle St. Portland.
Sonnr Paul Blues Band Open Jam
773-3501 .
(blues) Geoo's , 13 Brown St. PorUand.
Bachelor NIght (xx xxx) Moose Alley. 46
772-7891.
Market St. Portland. 774-5246 .
Natwortl (rock) Old Port Tavern . 11
Moutton St, Portland. 774-0444.
Bad Thing, the Johnnr Dntorto Ell· Red LIght Revua (rock. r&b) Raoul's. 865
partonca (rock) Geno·s. 13 Brown St.
Forest Ave. Portland. 773-6886.
Portland. 772-7891 .
MoncIar Night Football WIde Screen
TV (culture) Moose Alley. 46 Market St.
Pordand. 774-5246.
EaIIt Cont Mojo (rock) Old PortTavem .
11 Moulton St. Portland. 774-0444.
Open Mlka Nlllht. Raours. 865 Forest Zootz. 31 Forest St. Portland. Wed :
Progressives. Thu : Live Music. Fri: Post
Ave. Portland. 773-6886.
Modern - Chern Free ; Sat: Culling Edge
Monday Night Football WIde Sc:....n
Dance; Sun: Request Night. 773-8187.
TV (cuhure) Spring Point Cafe. 175
The Moon. 425 Fore St. Portland. Open
Pickell St. S. Portland. 767-46Z7.
nightly. 8 pm on .. . Fri-Sat until 3 am. No
cover. 871-0663.
Sal...... 20 Milk St. Portland. Open nightly
until 1 am. No cover. 774-4200.
Bounty, 200 Riverside St. PorUand. Fridays, 18+. Open Fri-Sat until 3am. Opens
The Club (rock) Geno·s. 13 Brown St.
Sun-Thu at 8 pm. 772-8033.
PorUand. 772-7891 .
T.Blrd' •• 126 N. Boyd St. Portland. Fr~
Blue Root. (blues) Gritty McDuffs. 396
Sat Dancing '50s & '60s. Wed ContemFore St, Portland. 772-2739.
poraries. 773-8040.
Network (rock) Old Port Tavern. 11
Gmt;"ued 011 1"'8£ 18
Moulton St. Portland. 774-0444.

WEDNESDAY 11.21

SUNDAY 11.18

WARM UP NOVEMBER DAYS!
Homemade Soups, Chowder,
DesllCrlll, Burgers, Sandwiches
and Mucb More!
Upstairs lounge available
for Christmas banquelll.
Make reservations

Fn Nov 16 BLUE ROOTS
Sat. Nov 17 VELCRO PEASANTS
With Paul French

On the Waterfront
In the Old Port
84 Commercial St.
Portland, Maine

774-3550

MONDAY 11.19

DANCING

TUESDAY 11.20

Nov. 16-17 Mr. Good Bars
Nov. 21 Raoul's Dance Party
Nov. 23-24 WU-Xan, Saco
Nov. 28 Raoul's Dance Party
Now booking weddings and corporate parties for faU.

CALL 883-2802

1•
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0nIt0ria a-... (chonII) A concert 01
'PsaIm Sellings." 2 pm at the United
Church 01 Christ Congregational, Bath.
Salactions include a baroque motet by
Bach on Psalm 117, an arrangement for

Cordmlled fran p"ge 17

a restaurant without
a canopener!

CON
CERTS

47 middle st.
774-9399

portland

entr'e. from 9.95

THURSDAY 11.15
. . . . Combo (punk polka) 9 pm. Raoul's,
865 Forest Ave, Portland. Tickets: $5.
773-6886.
The H...... Johnson ChHclren'. Fund
Beneftt, featuring the K. Barry Saunders
Quartet, the Carl Dimow/Jirrmy Lyden
Duo and Guests, the Ben SI. Steve
Grover Band and Guests, plus readings
by Portland's finest poets (jazz, words)
8 pm, Cafe no, 20 Danforth S~ Portland.
Tickets: $5. 772-8114.

FRIDAY 11.1 G
The Maine 118roque EnMmbt. performs works by Scarlatti, Telemann,
lbert, Roussel and Handel (chamber
music) 7:30 pm, Frst Parish Church,
Maine St, Brunswick. Donations wi. be
accepted at the door.

~~!!l.... Party

.dl;~

SATURDAY 11.17
Hors d'oeuvres
& Beer Specials

Don't·Miss

7:30-8:30

The Maine ItIIroque _ _ bIe performs works by Scarlatti, Telemann ,
lbert' Roussel and HaendeI (chamber
music) 7:30 pm, Wdliston West Church ,
Thomas St, Portland. Donations at the

door.

By the end of week
I had just begun
By the end of week two,
was still quite new.
By the end of week four,
I wasn't much more. JI.::W~""

y the end of week six,
I,-~~
At eight weeks of age,
I was clever as clever
I wish I'd stayed
for ever and ever.
The ,all iruth '''' thai a l on ly 12 week-, of age , il pu ppy " no longer a PU PP} and
;J l uten i'l no longer k,tle" iO Ihe eye ... of the adoptmg puhl ic Thai 12 \\eel.. olll l..i ltl!n
ha' only 1/1 the chance ofbcmg adopted th...1 it had 4 wed...., earher.
There i, mud thai an . !dult or nearly adult pel hi!' 10 orter. Often it 1:-' alrciKly
hou. . ebroken. ahle to '!pend lime alone. pa,' many of the ~Ll rK'ull gm'Wing pain:..
(chew mg. cluv. mg. whin ing. elc.) that are the cannar.... of the Lltlen ,lOll PUPP) · And II
,ti ll ha .. a lifell me o f love to ulTer. When you choo'lc ymlf new ~t. don', JU\t ...Iop at
the "'Itlen .. and puppic .... Take a good I~)()k at all the <.'..11, and tltJg' allhe Anllnal Refuge

Leag.ue. Ba xler She ller. You may li ntl a fully g.rown lricnd for life.

~~

vAmmal Refuge League
Baxter She lter
449 Stroudwater. W"tbrook. Mai ne 04092 (2071 H54-977I

Paul Cornell ...t Fr1end8 (New Age) 8
pm, SI. Luke's Cathedral, 143 Stale St,
Porknd. Tick.ets cost $8 in advance or
$9 at door. 775-1637.
Jimmy DMwIdna (blues) 9 pm, Raoul's,
865 Forest Ave, Portland. TICkets $7, $5
for 5MBS members. 773-6886.
Androecoggln Valley Conwnunity Orct.atn Performs Peter and the WOW,
also music of Sousa, Haydn & Simons
(classicaQ 2 pm, Lewiston Junior High
School. Tickets $61$3 Sf citizens, $10
family. 777·5320.
Orlltorla CIIonIIe (choral) A concert of
-Psalm Settings." 8 pm at Sacred Heart
Church, Yarmouth. Selections include a
baroque motet by Bach on PsUn 117,
an arrangement for women's voices of
Psalm 23 by Schubert, an early Renaissance a cappella setting by
Monteverdi anda 19th-<:entury rendition
by Cesar Franck. 725-7103 .

women's voices of Psalm 23 by
Schubert, an early ReMlssance a
cappelta setmg by Mon_rdi and a
19tH_lIry rendilion by Cesar Franck.
725-7103.
Unplugged Conc:erta: Ac:~ mvalc, no cover. Scon Folsom at 6 pm,
Scon Elliot and Sean Potier at 7:30 pm
and The Only Motionsat 9 pm at Raoul's,
865 FofeSl Ave, Portfand. Free. 773-

6886.
PIOrtIand . . .alnl Club Judy CoIemIIn
...t SMII. Rublnoff (classical piano)
Music by Beethoven, Chopin and
Rachmaninoff; Marjory Shuster, Lois
Anderson Sleln and Christina Astrachan
(vocalists) with nutist Alison Hale music
of I bert, Roussel, Kem, Boifo and
Korngold. 3 pm, Eleanor Ludeke Auditorium, 716 Stevens Ave, Portland. Open
to the public. Admission $3. 625-3985 or
829-3393.

WEDNESDAY 11.21
M_t... Ibrahlma C.marII 01 Senegal
and his 13-piece World Beat Orchestra
and Dance Toupe (world beat) 9 pm,
Zootz, 31 Forest Ave, Portland. Ticl<ets:
$9 in advance at Amadeus Music and
Zootz, $10 at the door. 773-8187.

UPCOMING
Bargain Symphony ncketa The Portland Symphony Orchestra is onering
discount tickets to students. Full-time
students can purchase Classical Series
tickets for $24-$51 forsixconoerts,thl88
concert Pop Series tickets for $15-$32;
and lour concert Candlelight Series
tickets $27.50. Groups of 10 or more
senior citizens can receive a 15 percent
discount for series concerts as wei as
the Magic 01 Christmas concert. For
more infomation, call 773-8191 .
Gordon IIok (sI:Iget'/songwriler) OidTime
musicians John and Ellen GawIer will be
featured. 8 pm, Nov 24, at Bowdoin
College's Pick.erdThealer in Brunswick.
Admission is$10 in advance, $12 a1the
door, with special rates for seniors and
students; accompanied children under
12 are free . 832~ .
An:hangei Juz Band and Folk Chorue Group (jazz & folk by Russian de~
egation) Jau Band Nov 24,1 and 3 pm;
Folk Chorus, Nov 25, 1 and 3 pm. Maine
Mall, South Portland. 623-1455 or 774-

Go.a.

sa.

sa

0303.

ART
OPENING

SUNDAY 11.18
Bonnl. Scarpelli and Daniel Junken
(soprano & organist) Solo cantata by
Bach, "He's Got the Whole World in His
Hands- and other wor1!s. Woodfords
Congregalional Church, 202 Woodford
St, Portland. No admissfon, but dona·
tIons accepted. 774-8243.
CommunityOrc'-trIIofthePortl8nd
~ Works by Mozart, Handel,
Bizel and others (classical) 4 pm, State
Sll88t Church, 159 State St, Portland.
874-2214 or 774-6396.
a quel (chamber rrusic) 11 am,
Por1Iand Museum of Art. Block En·
semble, a wind quarfet, performs
Scarlatti's Scarlanlana , Quartet for
Woodwinds; Carl Philipp Emanuel
Bach's Trio No. 1 in 0 Major for lulll,
clarinetandharpsichord;Vivaldl'ssonala
a due fur querflole, lagon und basso
continuo; J.S. Bach's Trio Sonata for
nute, oboe and basso continuo; and
Teklmann'sConcertoinaminorforflute,
oboe, clarine~ bassoon and cembalo.
TlCIcets: $7 lor members, $9 for non·
members and 53 lor kids under 12.
Tick.et price includes museum acmission. 77!H1148.
Tlger'. Baku (jazz) 7, 10:30 pm, Zootz,
31 Forest Ave, Por1Iand. Tickets $8 advance, $9 at the door. 773-8187.

The Artot Blllc:k Dance . . MuaIc LA
Arts pr....ts New England'S pramiIIr
Afrlc3llAmerican dance COfT1l8Ily per.
forTOOg traditional dance, rrusic and
foIIdore with exotic instruments and c:oetumes. 2 pm, Nov 24 at the High Street
Congregational Church In Auburn.
Ticl<ets are $4 and are available at LA
Arts, 36 Oak St, Lewiston, or call 782·
7228 for Information.
Thellennlngton MarlonettM perform
The NutCrKUr in a production which
Incorporafes the original score by
Tschaikovsky. 3 pm, Nov 24. Tickets
are $7 for adUlts and $4 for children. The
Chocolate Church, 804 Washington St,
Beth. 442-$455.
~ . . . . . Spool 01 the musicals of
the 'lOs presented Nov 15-16 at 7:30
pm, Nov 17 at 1 pm in Sills Auditorium,
Waynllete School, 360 Spring St, Portland. AdmIssIon Is lree, but seats must
be reserved . For more Information, call
772-6632.
H_ Christ .... And.....n will be presented by the Portland Lyric Thealer on
three consecutive weekends beginning
Nov 16. This seldom-seen stage show
is based on the Danny Kaye movie, and
features lyrics and a score by awardwinning Frank Loesser, induding songs
such as Thumbelina and Wonderful
Copenhagen. Performances are scheduied for Frt and Sat eves, with Sun
matinees at 2 :30. Call box offlO9 to reserve tickets: 799-1421 or 799-6509.
KlInK_an, a West Alrican dance and
drum ensemble, will pertorm at 8 pm,
Nov 17, in USM's Portland Gym. Admission is $4 public, $3 students/childrenlseniors. Tickets available at the
door. KanKouran will also present an
African dance and drumming workshop
thai is open fo the public at 6 pm, Nov 15
in USM's Gym. DOMtion of $1 -$5 requested. 780-4090 .
Loot by Joe Orton Black Comedy about
stolen loot produced by Portland Stage
Company through Nov 18 at Portland
P8t1ormingArts Center,25AForestAve,
Portland. Pertormances are Tue-Thu at
7:30pm; Fri at 8; Satat5and9; and Sun
at 2. For ticket informalion , call 7740465.
The Nutcrack... with the Amet1cIIn
BIIII.t Eat Orc:hntra and guest arIists from the Washington Ballet, Portland
City Han Auditorium, Nov 23 and 24 at 2
and 8 pm. Tick.ets$16, $14, $12and
Cal 878-3032. Open dresspreview:Nov
21 at 7 pm,
at the door. Backstage at
The Nulcracker, lecture demonsration
for school children, open to the public,
10 am on Nov 20, $3 at the door.

STAGE
An)'thl", a- The City Theater Ast»clates presents this amusing story
wrapped around the score by Cole
PorIar. T1vough Nov 18, Fri and Set
eves at 8 pm - tickets $10; Sun matinee
at 2 pm - $7.50. 205 Main St, Biddeford.
For reservations or .,formation , call 282-

0849.

ArtatophanM' "BInIa- will be read by
the USM Ad Hoc Players. Free and

open to the public. 7 pm, Nov 17. USM's
Luther Bonney Auditorium, Portland.
780-4330.
Arsenic: and Old UIc:. W.,cI1am Stage
Theatre presents this classic about two
endearing maiden aunts who routinely
poison lonely old men. Show times: Nov
16 & 17 at 7:30 pm. Tickets are $7
adults, $5 seniors and students. For
informalion and reservations, call 892·
3315 or 774-7926.

Cry of the LMn, Rte 302, South Casco.
Exhibit of paintings and drawings by the
winners of an exhibit juried by Martin
Oibner. Opens Nov 17. 655-5060.
Danforth Gallery, 34 Danforth S~ Portland. Prints for Peace, a benefit show
and sale for Very Special Arts Maine.
Artwork will include woodengravings,
etchings, lirritededitions and monoprints
by 20 Maine artists. Very Special Arts is
a non-profit organization dedicated to
developing enrichment programs in aM
the arts for people with and without
disabilities. Reception at the galery on
Dec 1 from 3-6 pm. Hours:Tue-Sun, 125 pm, through Dec 23. 77!H1245.
Dean Velentg.Gal/ery, 60 Hampshire
St, Portland. Istand Portfolios: an exhibit
of color woodcuts completed on
VlIIBllaven Island, Maine, during the
summer of 1990, by Charles Hewitt,
Alison Hildreth and Katarina Weslien.
Opening reception Irom5-8 pm, Nov 16.
GalkKy hours: Thu 12-8 pm, Fri· Sat 12·
5 pm, Sun 12-<4 pm, by appt. 772-2042 .
Drer Ubrwy, York Inlltitue Museum, 371
Main St, Saco. Close Ups: Photographs
01 Biddeford and Saco, 1880-1915, Includes over 80 early photos from the
Dyer Library and McArthur Public library
collections. Close Ups presents a cro88section of local life at the tum 01 the
century. Public reception from 7·9 pm,
Nov 15. Exhibition will be on viewthrough
Feb 21, 1991 . In conjunction with the
exhibition, there will be a slide lecture on
the history of photography at 7:30 pm,
Nov 29 at the museum. Hours: Tue &
Wed, 1-<4 pm and Thu 1·8 pm. 282-

3031 .
Gallery Fra",lng, 12 Pleasant St,
Brunswick. "Often, Lass Is More: an
exhibition of photographic imagery from
the lens 01 Lee J. Hargadon. Opening
reception from 4:30--7:30, Nov 15. Hours:
~5 Mon-Fri, 10--2 Sat. 729-9108.

AROUND TOWN
The Art a.J1ery lit II. Deerlrig Street,
Portland. An exhibit of new o~ paintings
by Stapleton Keams. Show continues
through Nov 21. Hours: Tue-Sat 11 am5 pm the first two weeks 01 the month; by
appl. Or chance thereafter. 772-9605.
ISerrIdotf G ..lerie.. 26 Free St, Portland. Paintings by Sigmund Abeles
through Dec 1. Also at the galkKy is a
seleclion of 19th- and early2Oth-century
American paintings. Hours: Mon-Fri 10
am-5 pm, Sat 12-<4 pm. 772-5011 .
BawvIew Gallery, 75 MarketSt, Portland.
Watercolor images of Portland's archilectureandcityscapes by Portland artist
George "Bear" Blake Ihrough Nov 22. A
portion of the proceeds from the exhibit
w~1 be donated to Greater Porttand
Landmarks. Hours: Mon-Sat, 10 arn-6
pm. 773-3007.
DMforth Gallery, 34 Danforth S~ Portland. "The Maine Artists' Space: an
exhibit of works by emerging artists
fhrough Nov 29. Hours: Tue-Sat 11 am5 pm. 77!H1245.
DiIllOl'll,26 ExchangeSt, Portland. Mixed
media collages by Lori Austill and portrait photography by Kevin Wells through
Nov 30. Open daily. 775-7049.
Evana Gallery, 7 Pleasant St, Portland.
BtackandwhitephotographsbyGeorge
Daniell through Dec 1. Hours: Tue-Fri
10arn-6pm, Sal11 am-4pm. 879-0042.
Frost Gully Gallery, 25 Foresl Ave,
Portland. New paintings by Thomas
Crony and Eric Green presented through
Nov 24. 12-5 pm, Mon-Fri. 773-2555.
Maine National Bank, 400 CongressSt,
PorUand. Works by Phyllis Wolf Wilkins
on display in the lobby through Nov 30.
Hours: Mon-Fri 9 am-4 pm. 775-1000.
MaIne Potter. Market, 376 Fore SI,
Portland. Ovenware in stoneware, porcelain and earthenware by MPM members Ihrough Nov 17. Hours: daily, 10
am-6 pm. 774-1633.
Payaon Gallery of Art, Westbrook Collage, 716 Stevens Ave, Portland. -Impressionism: Selections from the Colby
College Art Museum and The Joan
Whitney Payson Gallery of Art CoIIectIons"through Feb 17. Hours: Tue-Fri 10
am-4 pm (Thu until 9 pm), Sat-5un 1·5
pm. 797-9546.
The Pine Tree Shop and lteyvlew
Gallery, 75 Markef St, Portland. Images
01 Portland in Watercolor: George-Bear"
Blake. Through Nov 30 . 773-3007.
Portland MUMUm of Art, Seven Congress Square, Portland. -Perspectives:
Celebrating the Contemporary,"features
the work of six conlelT'flOrary Maine
artists: Oozier Bell, Katherine Bradford,
Aison Hildreth, FrederickLynch, William
Manning and Abby Shahn, ttvough Dec
2 . Msts' gallery talks on the exhibit are
as follows: Abby Shahn and Frederick
Lynch Nov 10, 3 pm; William Manning
and Oozier Bell Nov 15, 5 :15 pm; Alison
Hildreth and Katherine Bradford Nov 16,
12:30. -Refteclions of lIle Built Environment: an exhibition of 31 paintings,
drawings, sculpture and ceramics on
loan from the permanent collection.
hibition demonstrates how, over the past
century, architecture has continued to
playa diverse role in art, both as lmageryang as a physical presence assurring
asculpluralform. ThroughJan20,1991 .
"The Artists' Model: an exhibit that
concen ..ates on fle human form and
examines the relationship between artisl and model is on view through Feb 17.
Hours: Tue-Sat 10-5; Sun 12-5; free on
Thu eves, 5-9. For more Information ,
call 775-6148.
Portland Public Library, Monument
Square, PorUand. ·The Art of IIlustra·
tion: Works by Sylvia Orchard and Nantz
Comyns" through Nov 29. Hours : Mon,
Wed and Fri, 9 am-6 pm; Tue and Thu,
12·9 pm; and Sat, 9 am-5 pm. 871 - f 700.
Portland Wind & CIIee. ., 8 Foresl Ave,
Portland. Oil pUltings by AI Waterman
and watercolor paintings by Frieda
Lundberg. Through Dec 31 . Hours: 10
am-5 pm. 797-9450.
The S._n'. Club Reetaurant, One
Exchange St, Portland andThe Baker's
Table Restaurant, 437 Fore St, PorUand
presentSpirited Works by Maine Artists.
Artists appearing in Ihis show are as
follows (artists with· by their names are
showing at The Baker's Table) : B.J .
Bateman : Samrith Chap , Diane
Cothern:
Dodge, Mimi Feld,
Denise Frohlick, Eilleen Gillespie, Ken
Hendrickson , Donna Hodgkins:
Lawrence Kaley, Iver Lofuing, Tin Mack,
Tom Mavrais, Christina Moulen, Bonny
Neson , Jamie Salmon , Kathleen
Sweeney, Andres A. Verzosa and
Lauren Zust. Show runs through Dec.
31 . 767· 5978 for more Information .
The at"n Galt.ry, 20 Milk St, Portland.
James Holmes' blown glass vase forms
In abstract fru~ shapes, through Nov 30.
Stephen Nelson and Daniel Gaumer's
interpretations in glass of impressionist
paintings. Dec I-Jan 15, 1991 . Gallery
Hours: Mon-Sat 11 am-6 pm, Sun 12-5
pm. 772-9072.

ex-

wolcon

Thoma. Mo.er Cablnetmak.r'.
Showroom, 415 Cumberland Ave,
Portland. An exhibition ofqulhs by Maine
artists Debb Freedman and Barbara
Smith through Dec 31 . A slide show
presentation on the history of quit making
will be held at2 pm on Nov 17. Showroom
hours: 9 am-5 pm, Mon-Thu . 774-3791.
118M'. AREA Gallery, Campus Ceoler,
96 Falmouth St, PorUand. Dutch Treat:
Perceptions of Holland, a group show of
rrixed media through Dec 15. GalkKy
Hours: Mon-Fri7 am-I pm, Sat-Sun 10
am-l0pm.

"Specials"

ANJON'S

Lunch 11:30--S-7 Days
o Fish .. OlIps
o Uver .. Onlema

Italian Restaurant
and Lounle
,inee 1957

• Meatloaf .. Gravy
• Eggp.... t Pannlglana

o Broiled Salmon
oFrled Shrimp
oChlcken Pannlglana
.Terlyakl Beef Tips

o

521 U.S, Rte. 1,
Scarborough,
Maine
Tel: (207)
883-9562

OUT OF TOWN
Bowdoin Col leg. Muaeum of Art,
Brunswick. "From DOrer 10 Picasso: Five
Centuries of Master Prints from a Private
Collection- through Dec 9; TwentlethCenlury Art from the Collections through
Mar 31 . Museum hours: Tue--Sat10 am5 pm;Sun2-5 pm. Formoreinformalion,
call 725-3275.
Th. C.nt.r for the Arta at the Chocolat. Church, 804 Washington St, Bath.
The President's Show, works by David
Brooks, Maury Collon, Lynne Harwood,
Carlo Piltore, Abby Shahn and Pam
Smith - all former presidents 01 the
UMVA. Exhibit continues through Nov
24. Hours: Tue-Fri lOam- 4 pm, Sat 124 pm. 442-8455.
DrerLibrary, Yorklnalltut. MUMUm,
371 Main St, Saco. ·Scribal Variations
1990: exhibit of 20 cal~graphic interpretalions on the theme of children on
view through Nov 30. Close Ups: Photographs of Biddeford and Saco, 1880-1915, includes over 80 earty pholos
from the Dyer Library and McArthur
Public Library coIleclions. Many of the
pictures were printed from recently discovered glass plate negatives and have
never been publicly displayed. Close
Ups presents across-section oflocallWe
at the tum of the century. Public reception from 7-9 pm, Nov 15. Exhibilion will
be on view through Feb 21 , 1991. In
conjunction with the exhibition, there wm
be a slide lecture on the history of photography at 7:30 pm, Nov 29 at the
museum. Hours: Tue & Wed, 1-4 pm
and Thu 1-8 pm. 282-3031 .
Gold/Smith Gallery, 7 McKown St,
Boothbay Harbor. Collage and Abstrac·
tions by Helen SI. Clair, figurative
drawings by Abinas Elskus, drawings by
Fraas-Slade, aaylics by John Vander
and mixed media on peper by John
Kimball. Through Nov 24. GalkKy hours:
Wed-Sat, 10 am-5 pm, or by appl. 6336252.
Hob. Sound Galle"" North and EI..
m.nta Gallery, Brunswick. Haystack
Faculty 90, an overview of works of the
facuhy at Haystack Mountain School 01
Crafts, induding Wayne Higby, Seth
Stem , Christine Frederighi, Bob
Trotman, Dennis G~bert, Susan Groce ,
Marjorie Moore and 27 others. Through
Nov 24. For more infonnation, call Lynn
Hendry at Hobe Sound Galleries North,
725-4191 ; or Bill Robertson at Elements
Gallery, 729-1108.
Icon Gallery, 19 Mason St, Brunswick.
Amparo Hufschmid, WoodaJts; Camille
Davidson, Paintings; Dorothy Schwartz,
Monotypes-PasteIs;PeIerMcGlammery,
Paintings; Janelle Delicata, Mixed Media. Through Nov 21. Hours: 1-5 MonFri; Sat-5un by appl. 725-8157.
Lewl.ton-Auburn ColI.ge, 51·55
Westminsler SI, Lewislon. Photography
exhibit, Quebec Joyau du Patrimoine
Modial, by Eugen Kedl. Through Nov
16. Hours: Mon-Fri, 8 am-7 pm. 7834860.
Maine Audubon Socl.ty, Gisland Farm,
118 U.S. Route 1, Falmouth. Exhibit of
wildlife woodcarvings and sculptures by
David Smus of Pownal through Dec 2.
Hours: Mon-Sat 9 am-5 pm, Sun 12-5
pm. 781-2330.
"Route 1, 1 e90 from Kittery to
Bru..wIc:k, A Senior P.,..pec:tlve,•
a Danforth GalkKy showing at Huntington Conmon, 11 Ross Rd, Kennebunk.
Juried exhibit of wor1!s by 20 artists from
Southern Maine. Through Jan 6 . Hours:
Tue-5at 11 am-5 pm. 775-6245.
Squa,. Cafe, 13 Railroad Square ,
Waterville. The artwork of Jennifer
Strode is on exhibit through Nov 18.
Hours:Tue-Sat11 am-l0pm.-873-5900.
Thotn_ Mamortal Ubrary, 6 Scon Oyer
Rd, Cape Efizabeth. Bernice Madinek
GNxman will display a selection of her
sculpture through Dec 8.799-1720.
University of N_ E",land, 11 Hils
Beach Rd, BIddeford. Exhibit of paint·
ings, watercolors and mixed media by
Susan Colbum-Mona and paintings by
Salazar on view through Dec31. Hours:
8

am-5~pm.~~H':.
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oToneJUnl seafood carbonara
o Lobster RDIl
Youra.olcc
o Fried Scallops
• Fisherman'. Platter
95

$4.

(haddock . shrimp· clams)

DINNER SPEOAIS
• Haddock Ala Newburg
wilh l"'tato

a vegetable

.Stuffed Chicken Italiano
wilh potato a vegetable

• All major credit cards accepted
• Happy Hour Mon.-Fri. 4-8
• Plenty of Free Parking
• Free Appetizers in our Lounge

Choice

.SlcUJan Slrllon
laced wilh fresh garlic
and italian parsley.
wilh potato a vegetable

• MaIne Shrlmo Scampi
served over Linguini

• Veal Parmigiana

Your

$6.95

Sun. thm Thurs. Only

with choice of pasta

ARE YOU READY
TO HIT THE SLOPES?

us fQrmore information

775-6601

---

David J. Wertin
In ... ociation with
GREAT
NORTHEAST
PRODUCTIONS, INC.

present.

The

----

Indigo
Girls

Thurs., Dec. 13 e 8PM
PORTLAND EXPO
Advance tickets available at all nCKETRON outlet. Including Cumberland County Civic Center
Box Office In Downtown Portland;
The R_rd Exchange (Old Port);
Strawberrl•• Records
(Maine Mall).
TIcbta ..,........ lit Expo IIox
ome. en..., of _ _ on••

Casco Bay Weekly
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A VIdM Joumew Down the eo.t of
Mal. . Maine Maritime Musalm offers
this lecture, Our Maritime Heritage, as
part of its Winl9r Workahop Series on
Tradtional Sea Music. Nov 20 at 7:30
pm, For more Inlolmation on eitler leo-

The Bake Sale

*, "

" Sl1le of the };
.V,$
~

~o~

H

A

Nov. 7-18
10% off anything
you can bake in

ART

MAINE
POTTERS
MAR

K

E

I

Ralph Greenwood
MAGICIAN

T

l1hCJlfIV~~d&
(/

376 Fore st.
Portland's Old Port
Dally 10-6

Mon-thurs 10-6
1'r1-sat 10-7
Sun 11-5

·for.
Holiday
Entertainment!
774-8016

'tt\E.

195 Commerda1
Old Port
871-1427

NEW
THIS

YEAR!

'KnottJnghlll Church'

'Theatre Royal'

'Cobles Police Station'

Also: 'Snow Village. - 'Chrlstmas In the CI

NEW PROMOTION

"'i

FREE 35 nun Camera
When you purchase 100 rolls of fresh Kodak Film
from us for only $49.95

Call us now!! There's no way you can lose!
Makes a great last minute stocking stuffer...
VisalMastercard Accepted
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RAOUL'S proudly introduces a new
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UPCOMING
Brave Combo
Port City Allstars
Jimmy Dawkins

*

I.
I.
*
* I.
* .--------------------------------.

*

I

11/15
11/16
11/17

Serving Lunch and Dinner Every Darn Day!

*

I

The Annual HoIkIQ Art , , _ . an
indoor ga1l1ering of Maine a-tists and
their wor1<s, sponsored by 1I1e Union of
Maine Visual Artists, will be held on the
first and second floors of One CityCenter,
Portland. from 10 am-6 pm, Nov 2<4.
Contemporary art at affordable prices,
wkh many wor1<sselHng from $15-$100.
775-0712,
Arts Every D8y Conference The Maine
Alliance for Ms Erucalion and Very
Special Artslt.laine are hosting a twoday conference on multi-cultural and
special needs art education Nov 16-17
at the campus of 1I1e University of Maine
Farmington. For additional information
and conference brochures, conlact
Kathleen Nolan . Maine Alliance for Arts
Education. Pee , Box <4133, Portland,
Maine, 04101, or call 967-2617.
Art Ram. The Museum Guild ofthe PMA
wWI hold a raffle featuring prizes induding luxurious getaways. A trip for four to
Disney World, a weekend at Northeast
Harbor, a weekend in Boston induding
four tickets to a Bruins game and a trip
for two to Bermudaareamong the prizes.
The raffle drawing will be held on the
evening of Dec 2 at the Guild's holiday
C.co .,., Weekly Land. Postcard reproduction of The DrHmland,
benefit Raffle tickets will benefit the
Portland's 11m motion picture theater, court", of Portland
Portland Museum of Art and are $100
Uindm.ka.
each. Call 797-5565 for ticket information.
ConI,... Squara P.rk at the comer 01
High and Congress !Weets. For the fourfl
year n a row, Uptown & Co, and Portland School of Art have joned forces to
sponsor the annual Art In the Park
competition which places a temporary
Casco Bay Weekly has moved into new offices, located at the
sculpture In 1I1e Congress Square Park
area. This year's winning entry is decomer of Oak and Congress streets. The 551 A Congress St .
signed by Jeanne Simmons, and conlocation was chosen by the CBW staff, in part so that they will
sists of a nine-foot "image of woman"
be
able to take an active role in the revitalization of Portland's
which litera.y springs from the ground,
oldest
business district.
Go take a look!
The site chronicles 165 years of socioeconomic change in
Culturlll DIversIty • a MIII. .traam
Endowment for the Arts - Portland
Portland. Starting with Nathan Babcock, it was home to
School of Art presents Gino Rodriquez ,
carriage and sleigh makers for more than 50 years. In the 1880s,
second speaker in 1I1e National Endowa three-story clapboard house was erected on the site and
menllor the Ms sponsored series, Free
housed, among others, the Union Pacific Tea Co. and Oscar F.
admission, 7 pm. Nov 15, The Baxter
Building, Portland School of Art, 6t9
Hunt's wallpaper emporium. The building was later renovated
Congress St. Portland ,
and served from 1908 to 1910 as Maine's first motion picture
o-nt Training The Portland Museum
theater, The Dreamland, which some have called particularly
of Art is seeking enthusiastic women
apt forCBW.
and men to participate in ks volunteer
In 1929, the wooden house was demolished and the current
Docent Training Program, beginning in
January of 1991 . Docents are trained
Art Deco building was erected to house Lerner's, the women's
guides who provide tours for school
clothing store. According to Portland Landmarks, the building,
students and other members of the
constructed of cream-colored brick with Spanish-style, buff·
public;1hey aIsoworil at the front deskof
colored
terra cotta decorative elements, is "perhaps Portland's
the museum providing information and
visitor services, Please call 77~1<48
finest Art Deco structure." (Anyone with photos or postcards of
for further information and an application
either The Dreamland or the current building is encouraged to
form,Appication deadline is Dec 1, 1990,
contact CBW.)
The N_ Engl.,d Foundation for the
Since 1929 it has housed, among many others, beauty salons,
Arts will hold a meeting in Portland to
dentists, a dance school, the church of scientology, the Singer
discuss the types of grants it offers for
next year, at 7 pm, Nov 15. Eligible
Sewing Machine Co. and, on the ground floor, Bentley's, Valle's
projects ndude : performance art, multi·
and The Magic Muffin restaurants.
media, installations, dance, environ551 Congress St. is convenient to both METRO and South
mental woril, textiles and 1I1eater woril,
Portland's bus system, and there is plenty of short-term parking
Artists statewide are invited to attend,
Danforth Gallery, 3<4 Danforth St, Porton Oak street.
land, 775-e245.
Wildlife Art Photo Competition sponEllen Liburt
sored by Maine Arts Cormlission and
Dept of Inland Fisheries and Wildlife :
~hasis 1I1is year is on photos of Maine
wildlife species. To be eligible, Maine Southern Maine AaEnergy Cons_ -How Maine Provided Granite to the
World, - a lecture by Eleanor
photographers, 18 years of age and
ntlon CIMs" The Energy ConserRichardson, Dec 12 at 5 :45 pm (prevation Division of the Dept of Econorric
older, must deliver up to 2 original 35
ceded by a cocktail hour). Maine Mariand Community Development will conmm slides of flair photographs by the
time Museum presents one in a series of
duct a series of worl<shops on energy
deacline. No prints will be accepted for
five lectures. Program includes an infor·
conservation 1I1is fall. Upon ~letion
judging. Winningen~wil becisplayed
mal social hour with 1I1e lecturer before
of the workshop, participants will receive
in the Governor's Gallery Space in the
the talk. Individual lectures are $9 for
a certificate for a 50 percent rebate up to
Slate House in Augusta from Jan 31non-members and $6 for members. For
$200 for wea1l1erization materials. enMarch 20 , 1991 . For a copy 01 the conmore information about registration for
ergy efficient lighting products ahd
test guidelines, contact the Maine Arts
the series, or about other offerings by
heating syslern maintenance. The REAP
Commisaion, State House Station 125,
the Musalm, such as concerts of tradiwor1<shops will be conducted 1I1rough
Augusta 0<4333, or call 289-272<4.
tional sea music. contact Maine Maritime
area adult education programs, Contact
Museum. 243 Washington St, Bath
your local AdJit Education Director or
04530, or call <4043-1316.
the Energy Conservation Division at 2896000 for wor1<sllop times and places Uinguqa Tab'" for people who want
to learn how to speak French , German ,
nearest you.
Russian or Spanish. The USM Dep't of
Finding Your VIsual Voice: Element.
Foreign Languages and Classics has
of Graphic Deslfln Maine Writers &
sch9duled stanmembers to help people.
Publishers Alience offers a wor1<sllop to
The sessions are scheduted for weekintroduce beginners ID elements of layday affs and early eve's through midout and typography, lam-3pm, Nov 17.
December. Members of the public who
Cost is $30 for members 01 MWPA, $35
Small Woodland
AHocIaltIon
are Interested in findng out more about
of Maine (SWOAM) Southem Maine
for non-members, Preregistration rethis service can call 780-<4290.
quired; no walk-in's will be admined,
Chapter will I1'lIIet to discuss compreSend payment to : 19 Mason St ,
hensiveplanning at7 pm.Novl3, Room
105. Bailey Hall, USM, Gorham. 727Brunswick 04011 . To reserve a space,
call 729-6333 .
3602 or 324-5065.

Casco Bay Weekly
Invades Dreamland

This package has a retail value of over $375.00.

Call (207) 874 2954 Now!

OTHER

SENSE
o.r-s

TIcket Jaft. 773-6886' ElltertaI_at HoUlae 775-2494

ture, call «3-1316,
MaIne Audubon PubHe Education
Pro,ralll on Reel-elln, Maine
Audubon SocIety Is offering a series of
one-day worUhops for 19achers and
community leaders. The wor1<shops are
designed ID provide basic information
on resource use in nature and human
society;"howID"information on racycing.
reusing and ractamation; hands-on ac1MIies, demonstratons and problemsolving. Three workshops are Nov 17 at
Yarmouth Middle School , Dec 1 at
Bonney Eagle High School in West
Buxton and Jan 5 at the Maine Audubon
Headquarters In Falmoufl. Fee is $25.
For more Infonnation, call 781 -2330.
Opera On FIlm A series of six opera videos wil be shown at Bowdoin Colege in
Kresge Auditorium, Visual Arts Center,
AI six will beshownonSunsat7 pm;'The
Rake's Progress" on Nov 25. Screenings are free and open to the public. For
more information, caN 725-32504,
Portland', HaI,hborhood Meeting:
Peaks Island, Nov t5 at 7:30 pm.
Association of Lite Underwriters
monthly meeting will be held Nov 15, 12
pm, at Michel's Restaurantin Westbrook.
Guest speaker will be Paul Buckiey. For
reservations, call Arthur Charles at 773-

0968.
Understanding the Term Gifted The
SAD 16 Concerned Parents of Gifted
Children Parent Support Group present
a panel discussion Nov 15, 7 pm at the
Edrla libby School library. Rte 11<4,
Sebago Lake. All educators, parents
and community members are weicome ,
For more information, cal 642-3302,
727-3338 or 92S-3129.
Users' Group The Downeast 9gers, a
group of owners of Texas Instruments
home computer and reiated hard- and
eoftware. are interested in helping anyone owning a TI99/<4A find what sIhe
needs ID make the sysIem more productive. Monthly meetings held tiWery second Mon at Maine Specialty Foods. 184
Read St. Portland, For more info or
directions, call Tom Bannan at 7745048 or Patrick Powell at 93<4-2952.
The U.s. Prldl;--m In the I"wIIart
Gulf
Profes80r Mahrood Faksh
of 1I1e USM Political Science Department speaks Nov 15, 7 pm in luther
Bonney Auditorium, USM Portland. Free
and open to the public. For more inlormation, call 78!H095,

en.

DcInIU Blood The Portland Red Croes is
looking lor donors, MagiciMs aren't the
only ~ who can perIorm wonders,
For more inlolmation, call 775-2387.
HealIng Apprantlc:ea are now being accepted lor an nnovative program creating healing environments, Volunteers
wiI gain hands-on experience, For more
infonnation.caHMaybe8omedayat7733275,
Holiday C.roIers Intown Portland Exchange is looking for groups to particlpal9 in 1I1e Downtown Holiday Carroling
Series to be held Dec 7-23, Carrolers
are needed Thursday evenings and
weekend afternoons. Interested groups
01 carroIers should contact IPE at 7726628.

HELP
A.R.T .II" "non~ Is a group of local
arlsts recovering 1I1rough the Twelve
Steps, who hava come together to form
a support group flat n.ets every Mon
eve at 7 pm at 51. luke's Cathedral,
Slate St, Portland, For more nformation,
call 846-$11 ,
Biracial Farnilln' Support Group The
YWCA Racial Justice Corrminee has
organized a support group for parents of
children in biracial families, The winter
schedule of meetings is as follows: Nov
28 & Dec 12, from 6:30-8 pm, at the
YWCA. 87 Spring St, Portland, Participation is free and open to the public, For
more information, call the YWCA at 8741130,
Chronic Fatlfl'" s,n.-...... Support
Group meets 1I1e first and third Sun of
tiWery month from <4-5 pm in the Mercy
HospitaJ basement auditorium, For more
information, call 775-2219 or 625-8412.
lntlraham VoIunt..... Help available by
phone 24 hours a day. Call 774-HELP .
Injwed Wortlara MeMlng for workers
having diffICUlty with workman's comp.
systern, 7 :30 pm every Wed at Goodall
Hall nextlD Sanford Unitarian Church ,
comer of Lebanon and Maine streets,
Sanford.

OFF THE
CLOCK
The AIDS Project Board 01 Directors
is seeking new members, The Board is
a diverse, spirited and active group, and
people are needed who are willing to
volunteer lime, experience. energy and
creativity. (A sense of humor is always
welcome.) People who have considered
doing something to hetp those who are
living wi1l1 AIDS in sou1l1em Maine, call
the AIDS Project at 774-6877,
Center for Voluntary Action is looking
for a voiunteer ID fill the position of
Coordinatorof Calendar of Events, About
three hours a _ k are needed ID or·
ganize and update a calendar of events
and activities planned by Portland
agencies and organization, The calendar is sent every other month to various
organizations who use " as a planning
tool. Formore information,caH the Center
for Voluntary Action at 874-1015.
The Communttr 1 d ."hlp ProsIram
is for people who are or want to be
actively involved in 1I1air communities
and who want their actions to make a
difference, The program runs from JanAprH and provides participants the opportunity ID develop 1I1eir leadership
skills, broaden their underSlancing of
community issues, leam from community leaders and n»et other individuals
with sirrilar interests, CalI1I1e USM Dept
01 Community Programs for more information at 874-6500,
Croas Country aid Benefit The American lung Association in cooperation
wkh the Maine Nordic Council isonering
a limited number of 1990-1991 "Gold
Cards" for only $50, The card allows
holder up to six visits at each participating ski area, which totals 90 passes, The
card is valid any day of 1I1e week, For
more information, callthe American Lund
Association att~462-LUNG ,

living WIth HIVIAlDSln MalneOne-day
conference designed for health care
professionals. mental heahh workers,
occupational health care workers, empioyers. elJ1lloyees, educators, legislators, lobbyists, people living with HIVI
AIDS, their caregivers and all who are
affected by HIVI AIDS in Maine. Discussion on advocacy and support for
people living witl AIDS, information and
education. and identifying standards for
providing safe. competent care . Conference is Nov 16, 7:45 am-5 pm at the
Sheraton Tara in South Portland. Registration is $40. Deacline is Nov 9. For
more Information, contact Steve
Wroblewski, AIDS Training Program
Coordinator at JSI Research and
Training. 617 ...a2-9485,
Out..-h . .
In response
to the needs of older people, Southem
Maine Area Iv]erq on Aging is providing
SeniorOutreach Services ID the folowing
locations: Warren Congregational
ChlKch, 810 Main St, Westbrook, 1st
Mon of each month, for residents of
Wes1brook and Gorham, from 9 am-12
noon; Ross Center, 38 Washington St,
Biddeford, 1st Too of each mon1l1 , for
residents of Biddeford, Saoo & 008,
from 9 am-12 noon , M Elder Advocate
will be availabie to assist residents w~h
their aging-reiated i9sues and concems,
such as Medicare, insurance , housing ,
social seaJrity, etc, This service is provided free of charge, 775-6503 or 1800-427-7411.

...,Ior

me..

The Path of RecoNry Portland Sufi
Order offers a series 01 smal n»e.ngs
involving meditation based on the Sufi
teachings of Hazrat lnayat Khan and
sharing focused on bringing spirituality
into our lives, Meetings are modeled
after 12-step groups and welcome
anyone wifl a desire ID recover from
adcictions or oodependency. Meetings
are Tuesdays, 7:30-8:30 pm at
Woodfords Congregational Church ,
Open ID the public. Donations are wetcome. For more information, call Jan at
878-2263, Robin at 767-2315 or Eli at
774-1203,
The "ngle p.rents' H _ achooIlng
aupport Oroup n»ets once a month ,
My single parent nterested In home
education is welcome to anend. For
more Information, call 772-7269,
tIouthern Malne"ngl" Social Group
for single, widowed, divorced or separated people over 35 meets Friday.
Saturday and Sunday evenings in various locations from Biddeford to Portland,
Call Linda at 934-1692, Roberta at 28<49322 or Ru1l1 at 892-4407 ,
Special Inte....t AA Meeting for
paople IIvln, with AIDS meets
weekiyon Tuesdaysat8 pm at1l1e PWA
Coalition, 377 Cumberland Ave, Portland. Meeting designed to provide a
safe space in which to discuss HIV issues, while living positively sober. This
n»eting is open only to flose who have
tested HlVlPositlve or have been diagnosed wifl AIDS. For more information,
call 871-9211 .
H . .hh Inauranca AssIstance CUnics
Project Maine Neighbor, a federally
funded partnership between Maine's
Bureau of Elder and AdJIt Services, the
Sou1l1ern Maine Nea Agency on Aging
andothercornrrunitygroups, isopening
the first two in a series of Health Insurance Assistance Ctinics for otder people,
Trained voiunteers will be available to
answer questions about Medicare,
Medicaid and Medicare supplemental
health nsurance and to assist peopla
wi1l1 claim forms, Cinics will be held on
thefirstandthirdThursdaysof1l1emon1l1
at Mercy Hospilal, Portland. To make an
appointment for one of the dinics, call 1800-42]-7411 or 77~503 .
IIpec:IaI . . . . . The ElJ1lIoyment Coordinating Council of Southern Maine is
sponsoring seminars on transition
geared IDward special needs youth and
thetr families. Seminars: Nov 15, "Famity~.' Child care and transportation will be available for each seminar
by prior reservation , The building is fully
accessible and Interpreters will be on
hand. For more information or reserva·
tions. call 1-800-56<4-Q696, Admission
is free. Each of 1I1e seminars will be held
in Room 250 from 7-9 pm, at PRVTC,
196 Allen Ave. Portland.
WINGS, a non-profit organization dedicates ID providing support lor low-income
single parents announces The Kids'
Place, providing day care for children
from infancy ID eight years in South
Portland. Reasonable rates and nurturing environment For more information,
call 767-2010. Also, weekly support
group hetps set goals that lead to selfsufficiency and to discuss problems
single parents encounter Tuesdays, 7-9
pm at 139 Ocean St, S. Portland and
Thursdays, 7-9 pm at 11 Day St,
Westbrook.

WELL

NESS

Aquatic Fltneas and Aqua-AMobIcs
These two programs are the perfect
exercise solution for arthritics or for anyone who finds other types of aerobic
activities too stressful on joints. AquaAerobics dasses lake place at the
Riverton Pool at 6 :<45 am and are suitable for non-swimmers because 1I1ey
are done at the shallow end of the pool.
Aquatic Fitness classes are held at the
Riverton Pool at 6 am and the S. Portland Community Pool at 6 pm, New
classes begin Nov 26. Registration
deadine is one week prior to starting
date. For more information. caR USM
Lifeline, 96 Falmouth St, Portland. 7804170,
Community CPR ""-ican Red Cross
offers certification in adult, child and
infant CPR skills (8 hours). 6 pm-1 0 pm.
Nov 16 & 23. Portland Chapter, 524
Forest Ave. Portland. 874-1t92.
SeIf-Development and Meditation A
day-long worl<shop will be held from 10
am-3:3O pm on Nov 17 at 40 Main St,
Topsham This free program requires
registration by phone : 729-5625.

eollllllunity Health aervlce. will
sponllOr an
health lICAKIIling for
diabetes, anIIIria, ooIonIcIaIcanoer, high
blood pressure and cholesl9rol level,
Two or more tests per person are
avaiable, IIrnR perrniIIIng. Donation. Nov
2O,12:30-2:30pm,GrayCongregational
Church Hall; Nov 21, 9:30 -11 :30 am,
Windlam Community Building; Nov 28,
1-3 pm, Scarl:lorough Town HaM; Nov
26, 9 :30-11 :30, Gorham SI. Anne's
Church. For more infonnation on any of
the preceding, cal 775-7231, ext551. or

800.

1-~<4331 .

o,m Actlvltlaa Program USM lifeline is
offering memberships to 1I1e g_ral
public. Weight training, sqaush, racquetball, basketball and use of sauna
andlockerrooms. For more information.
call USM lifeline at 78CH170,
....lthshare Arcade at Portland Public
library has computer programs, Heahh
Risk Appraisal and more ID help you
leam about your health, Call 871-1700
for hours,
Innerllflht Weltne. offers Kripalu yoga
classes, Individual yoga therapy sessions and holistic wellness consullation
services. Fall yoga classes,are ongoing
in Portland, IntrodudOry offer available
for individual yoga therapy session. Fall
wor1<shops: Dec 1, 9:30anH pm, K~
Yoga and the Chakras - home practice
for 1I1e holidays and beyond, $60. Call
874-23041 for information, registration.
location.
Llf.. Plannln, Workshop' for the
Older W_n The Portland office of
the Displaced Homemakers will start a
<4·week series of workshops for 1I1e
woman who is facing changes in her I~e
and can benefit from support and information to hetp her plan her future, M
orienlation meeting at which women can
leam more about the program and the
three phases of It. will be held Nov 19
from 9-11:30 am, at the Displaced
Homemakers offtce. 865 Forest Ave ,
Portland. To register, cal 773·3537. If
outside the Portland area but inside
Maine, caM 1-300-4<42-2092 and ask to
be in touch with someone from the older
women's project n Portland,
Making HerNI HoIIUy Gin. One-day
wor1<sllop on making a variety of herbal
preparations, nduding salves; balms,
tinctures, bath oils, body powders.
moisturizing lotions, soothng soaksand
more. Workshop is being onered Nov
17, 10 am-3 pm in BrIdgton, Fee Is $50
which includes all materiais. For more
information . call 847-2724 ,
M . . . . . Workshop Hands-on experience using basic Swedish Massage and
Trigger Point Therapy learn how to get
rid of headaches and muscle I9nsion
Nov 17. 9 am-<4 pm at Kinball Heahh
Center, Saco, Taught by Ba1l1 Koehler
lMST. CPT Fee is $40 for 1I1e first
person, $30 for 1I1e second, To register,
call 284-9594.
Portland aun Order Universal Worship
Service will now be offered every month
at 222 St John St, suite 132. Service will
be conducted by Satiya Martin on Sun·
days starting at 12 noon on Nov3O, 874-

<;h"lIpv Cohen Koond,

Jane McCany, LCSW
Su~an

Partridge, LCSW, Ph.D,

Steve Young, LCSW

Are Pleased to Announce
the Opening
of a Group Practice
Specializing in

COUNSELING
for
• Pre-Schoolers
• Youth, K-12
• Parents
- Families

583 Forest
Avenue
Portland
04101

8ARDING~ BOOK ~8~

538 Congress Street
Rare and Used Books
Maps and Prints
Bought & Sold
Highest Prices Paid
Search Service
Tax & Insurance Appraisals
Sin gle items or large col leclions wanted

BROWSERS ALWAYS WElCOME
10 .m 10 5 :30 pm Mon . -S.t.
Antquorion ~" Auoclation of A~o

1-800-228-1398
761-2 t 50

538 Congress St

646-8785

Rout. I, Well.

2938.

"triple play'
"twelve in a row'
"fifty minute music hour"
"less talk, more music"

OUT

SIDE
Maine Outdoor Adventure Club
(MOAC) Upcoming trip: Coastal CleanUp Day II, retuming to Easlern Prom to
finish Nov 17, 773-0707; spontaneous
day hikes ruring the week, 883-598<4,
People interested in ice dimbing this
winter should call Carey at 772-9831 .
Mlllne W _ Outdoors offers 1I1e following activities: Dec 16, Cross-Country
Skiing, call 785-3053; Thanksgiving
Weekend. Day Hike, call 547-3919; Feb
9/10. Winter CalT1ling , Skiing& Skating.
If you'd like to be a trip leader, have a
~ ID lend for a fall or winter weekend
trip, or have any questions about MWO
at all. call 5047-3919,
Nat.... eenter: Wells Nalional Estuarine
Research Reserve welcomes visilDrs to
its eXhibits. open Tue-Fri from 10 am-3
pm; parking lot and trails open Mon-Fri
8 am-4 pm, Nov I-April 30. Free. Tours
may be arranged. 846-1555. 646-4521 ,
Outdoor Hotline Call 774-1118 for a
listing of bicyding, hiking , cross country
skiing. canoeing and 01l1er outdoor activities sponsored by the Maine Outdoor
Adventure Club and 1I1e Casco Bay Bicycle Club,
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Nooem~r 15,

Gift Certificates
Available
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We Have Books and More!
Check our Display Windows
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NIGHT
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FOOTBAlL
t
/2 GALLON PITa-!ERS OF
MOOSEHEAD ...4.50

MILLER LITE

BOOKS

BOllLES ... 1.35

is now located at
81 Ocean St.,
South Portland
Tel. 799-SAVE
U.ed & Out-o£-Print Book.

We buy book., too.
tues to fri 12 :30-5, sat II :30-4

VOLCANO
WINGS ... 15(ea

BI.ST
{OfOOT
SCJt.lIN

.~

IN TOWN!

CHQI~ TMA~ ~ALE
Close-Out Prices on
All 1990 Models
SUPER
SPECIAL

Holiday
Lay-A-Way

76 Portland Street, Portland. Maine (207) 773-6906

FR

ARK
PASTAS &

WHOLESALE AND R

REDISCOVER
RAVIOLI!
Complete Gourmet meals you prepare in 5 minutes!
We also serve prepared lunch & dinner

58 MARKET STREET, OLD PORT 773-7146
Open Every Day Mon. through Sat. 11-6:30
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1
•

~. , ...t_

Cinderella story

o

IIocIrMoP USM Ufeline is offering ~
bership in lhe Bodyshop, a supervised
weighllraining program for all ages and
fi1nesS levels. Bodyshop offers personal
orienlation and lraining for participan1s
whelher !hey simply wanll0 lone up or
gel in condition for a particular sport.
Bodyshopisanongoingprogram;~

berships are offered lor 3 mon!hs, 6
mon!hs or I year. call 78(H 170 for
more informalion.
LL Been is sponsoring !he Iollowing
public dinics in November: Wood and
Syn!helic Skis· Nov 19, from 7:30-8:30
pm: and Inslanl Fun: Waxiess Skis Selection and Care - Nov 26, from 7:30
-8:30 pm. Call 865-4761 ,ext 7800 or 1800-341-4341, exl7800 for more inlormalian.
Thenbglvlng Coed Voilerb_1 Tournement Nov 18, 9 am-5 pm al!he USM
PorUand Gymnasium. There wil be 1Wo
separate Ioumaments -ln1emlediateand
advanced. Regislralion deadline is Nov
9. For more informalion, call U$M Lif&line aI780-4170.
Vol Ieyb8 II and Baketbell The Portland
YMCA is now accepling regislrations for
i1s Adull Coed Volleyball and Baskelball
Leagues. League play begins Nov 18
and 19, respectively. Call 874-1111 for
more informalion.
Youth Bakelbell Progr_ The Port·
land YMCA is now accepting regislralions for
Youth Baskelball Program
for boys and girls grades 1·7. For more
information, call Mille LeGage at 87....
1111.
Wellibell Join the Casco Bay Bicycle
Club every Thursday aI6:30pm. People
of all abiltie8 are welcome. Piue afterwards. For more Inlormation, con1acl
Walleyball Rand al 799-4013.

ns

KIDS
BIKES

$99

i .o

FOR

KIDS
Ain't No SUch Thing Aa A Bogle A cast
of nearly 20 kids will appear in !his
production, a medieval musical melodrama. Show dales are Nov 16 a17 pm,
Nov 17 a12 and 7 pm, and Nov t8 at 2
pm. All 1icke1s are $4 and reservalions
are recommetlded. Call 6-42-3743.
Children'. Re80Urce C.nter offers Art
Fun sessions for 3- 10 ~year-olds on
Tue's, Wed's andThu's. Sessions focus
on a crealive aC1ivily and cosl $1 per
child. Children muslbe~niedby
an adull and reservalions are necessary. Aclivilies lor6-10 12·year-oldsare
also scheduled. Cost varies according
10 activity. Call n3-3045 lor more Inlormation.
Expecting? SibHng class lor big brolhers·
and sisters-Io be will be offered by Os1eopalhic H06pilal on Nov 18, Jan t3,
March 10, May 12 and July 14. This twohour activity session, designed lor 211210-year-olds, win help prepare children
for !he arrival of a n_ baby. Class fee :
$10. 335 Brighlon Ave, Portland. To
register, or for more information, call
781-2694.
Fllcke for KIds: The Chocolate Church
and !he Pahen Free Ubrary presenl
!heir 1990 Children's Fall CIaseic Film
Schedule: The Snow Queen and Pecos
Bill: King of lhe Cowboys Nov 17, The
Secrel Garden Dec 1. All films run from
9:30-11:30 every olher Sal. Popcorn
and drinks served. Donations welcome.
Kids under 5 roosl be accompanied by
an adu 11. The Cenler lor !he Arts allhe
Chocolate Church, Ba!h. For more in·
formalion, call 442-&455.
Riverton BraMh LIb,.-y offers lhe 101lowing programs lor children: Wednesdays- TaleslorTwos, 10:30 am:Thul'Sdays· Af1erschool F"ms, all ages, 3:30
pm; Fridays - Finger Fun for Babies,
9:30-9:45 am; Preschool Slory Time (310 5-year-olds), 10:30 am. Library hours:
Wednesdays, 9 am-6 pm; Thursdays,
12-8 pm; Fridays, 9 am-12 pm. For
further informalion, call 797·2915.

Even if you have no interest in football on any level, there is
a local gridiron story guaranteed to warm the cockles of your
heart against the cruel windchill factor.
You may already know the skinny. But it's worth a quick
Cliff Notes recap just in case you've been hibernating. Two
weeks ago Old Orchard Beach was eliminated from the high
school football playoffs in a heartbreaking one point loss to
Madison. Their dreams of an undefeated season and state title
were shattered, left lying next to their sweaty helmets.
This is where the story gets wonderful, so pay attention.
During the week following the excruciating loss, Madison
admitted to its use of an ineligible player. The Maine Association for Truth, High School Justice and the American Way
(MATHSJA W) said, "Nay, nay, Madison. Bad boys, you're
grounded for two weeks and Old Orchard is deemed the
rightful winner."
This OOB Cinderella decision, which was made well after
midnight, has a Hollywood ending to boot. Last weekend the
Old Orchard Beach Lazuruses (the new team name; catchy, eh?)
resurrected the ashes in Gardiner and buried Livermore Falls
14-6 to claim the state Oass C title. Old Orchard Beach finished
the year with a perfect 1()..{) record.
Former U.S. President James Madison was contacted through
seance and was quoted as saying, "My namesake lost in this
controversial overturned call. It was the right thing to do. My
kudos to Old Orchard Beach. Dolly Madison cakes for everyone, on me."
Mike Quin"

A Fun Event for the BIg IIIster or _,
Brother To Be Childbirth Educalion
Assn. of Greater Por1Iand is sponsoring
a two-hour aclivities session 10 help
prepare children for !he arrival 01 a new
baby. The session is designed for 3 112year-olds lhrough lo-year-olds, and
children are asked 10 bring a newborn
lee shirt wilh !hem so !hey can creal8 a
gifl for !heir baby. Aclivities include
movie, slories, coloring books, articles
for paren1s and birthday cake for children. Classes held Sundays from 3-5
pm, Nov18, 1990andJan 13,1991.$10
per child. Call 781-2694 10 regis1er.
Classes held in lhe 1st floor oonference
room al!he Brlghlon Medical Cen1er.
FrI_ Free MovIee offered by S. Portland Public Library from 3:30-4:30 pm.
All ages welcome. (No movies during
school vacalions or snow days.) 482
Broadway, S. Portland. 77~1835.
Portland Concert AMocietion is inlroducing a new series for children and
families called Supersluff! It is lour exciting events !hal will1ake place in Portland City Hall Audiforium on Sa1Urday
and Sunday allernoons. Supersluff!
begins wllh lhe singing duo of
RosenshonlZ, who are known lor !heir
offbeal humor. inventive lyrics and
ecleclic roosic style, Nov 17 al1:30 pm.
All four Superstuff events may be purchased as a series for $28 for adults,
$20 forchlldren, or individually al $8 and
$6. n2-8630.
Portlend Recr.etlon'. Toddler Play
This is a course 10 help 3-5 year olds
develop hand, eye and molor skills.
Paren1s will be encouraged 10 join in the
variety of activities. Mondays !hrough
Dec 3, 10-10 :45 am, Cummings Cenler.
Fee: 50 cen1s. 874-8873.
.The PortIMd 8ymphonr Ore ....tra'.
Klnderkonart series for children ages
3-7 will present a brass programentilled
"Different Ha1s." 10 be per10rmed in len
Iocalions Ihroughoul Maine in Nov and
Dec. The brass program is part two of a
four-part~inwhich-mlesfrom

!he orchestra visil differenllocations 10
demonstrate !he distinclive characleris·
tics of!he familiesof musical instrumen1s
10 school children. Tickets for kids and
adul1s are $2. Kinderkonzerls will be
pe/1ormed in Portland al Ihe Italian
Herilage Cenl8r aI9:30 am, 10:30 am
and 1 pm, Dec 17 & 18. Conlact EUen
Scon1ras, 799-4830 for more informalion.

Sports quotes
--If you don't think soap is
fantastic, consider the telling
words of Brandon Tartikoff,
president of NBC Entertainment. Recently he alluded to
the successful programming
of sexy soap operas in prime
time opposite the World
Series on CBS. "We acquired
the rights for NBA television.
Good thing, too. I told hoop
commissioner David Stern
that if he didn't give the NBA
to NBC, 1 was going to put
Jackie Collins and Danielle
Steele's mini-series against his
championship series."
--One man's lemon is
another man's Cadillac.
Derrick Coleman, when asked
what kind of vehicle he might
purchase after signing a fiveyear, $15 million contract with
the New Jersey Nets to
become the highest paid
rookie in NBA history, replied
modestly, "1 really want to
buy the truck on Sanford and
Son."
--A bad pun is worth a
thousand sighs. Larry
Doughty, general manager of
the Pittsburgh Pirates, after a
deer hunting trip with players
Sid Bream, John Smiley and
Bob Walk, offered the
following: "BaIl players and
deer hunters are a lot alike:
they both want the big bucks."
Mike Qui""

Big Bird victorious In close race
Portland's new Kids Vote program, which drew about 2,700
children to the polls on Election Day, was a success on two
counts: it increased the turnout of adults, and it introduced
many of Portland's future voters to the democratic process.
Although the kids' votes were unofficial, they filled out
ballots and dropped them into counting machines just like their
parents. But their political preferences did not always echo
those of the older voters. A majority of the kids, like other
Portland voters, threw their support behind Rep. Joseph
Brennan for governor (by a margin of more than 2:1), Tom
Andrews for U.S. Congress (by a margin of more than 3;1), and
the referendum allowing all stores to open on Sunday (the
margin was 4:3). But they vetoed the $3 million bond issue their
parents approved to renovate City Hall Auditorium.
Portland's kindergartners were offered a revised ballot, and
their choices were as sensible as any recorded this election. They
chose Big Bird over the Cookie Monster as their favorite visitor,
dogs over cats as pets and ice cream over cake as their dessert of
choice.
Ellm Liburt
....ood for lunch? Join !he animals al
Maine Aquarium !hrough !he fan and
winler for lheir daily feedings. Penguins'
feeding lOam, seals' feeding 11 am,
seals' lraining 1 :30 pm, penguins revisited 2 pm, seals revisited 3 pm. The
sharks dine on a less regular basis so
plan 10 join !hem on Tue's, Thu's and
Sat's around 4 pm. Crooked Jaw lhe
moray eel and !he Caiman alligalor dine
on an irregular, calch-as-can basis. 783
PorUand Rd, Saco.
FI'Hh Pe!nt Art studio for children ages
2-11 offers art dasses, workshops and
daycare. Fresh Painl is located at One
Blue Heron Drive, Brunswick. For more
information, call 725-4983.

ETC
78th Annual..... street Church
ChrI8tme. Fe!r, 9:30 am-2 pm. Nov
17. Snack bar, pink and white elephants,
Chrislmas omamen1s and gills, knHe
sharpening, wrealhs, aprons and more.
For more inlormation, call n2-1757.
AIt.metlw Holiday GIft Auction A
unique mix of goods and services 10
benefillhe feminist splrllua1 community.
Viewing begins all pm, auction begins
all :30. Free admission. Nov 18 allhe
Maine Ballroom Dance sludio, 614
Congress SI. Porlland. For more inlormalion. call n3·2294.
Autumn Auction et Waynn.t. School
A handmade quih, a Fenway Skybox, a
weekend of ny fIShing are among !he
Hems 10 be auclioned Nov 17, 6 pm al
Waynnele School gymnasium, 360
Spring Sl, PorUand. Proceeds 10 benefil
!he school's scholarship lund. For more
informalion, call 772-M32 .
BrIen BoHeno and Katerlne Witt:
iIIuItlng I. The n_ lour wil open in
Porlland on Nov 18 al 7 pm in
Cumberland County Civic Cenler.
TICkeIS are $25, $20 & $18.50. All seats
reserved. Formoreinformation,callnS-

3481.
Chrtetmae .... The Spring Poinl Mu·
seum w"1 hold ilS sale of hand-1:rafted
hems, including Christmas arrangements, decoraled baskets, a woven
blankel and silver jewelry. Shoppers wiN
receive free admssion 10 !he Museum's
exhibilS and complimenlary refreshments. Noon-3 pm, lhrough Nov 17.
Fort Road In S. Portland, on lhe c:arT9us
of Sou!hern Maine Technical Conege.
For more inlormation, call 799-6337.
Clrcl. Denc:e Joyful and meditative
dances coIleC1ad from many cultures
allow you 10 be more fully who you are
and feel !he unity of !he spirit 2-5 pm,
Nov 17, Swedenborgian Church, Portland. Beginners welcome. Suggested
donalion: $5. For more information. call

n3-6243.

Community JeD Program Gibley's!
NJSO Communily Jazz Program will
fund jazz activities ranging from $5.000
-$10,000, which are sel for lhe springl
summer of 1991. Applican1s musl be
NJSO member organizations. Program
wit fund jazz ooncertIfestivai presenla·
lions, jazz residency and workshops.
special jazz radio or le1evision broa~
caslS and jazz filrntvideo presenlalions.
Applicalion deacline is Nov 16. For In·
formalion, oon1acl lhe Nalional Jazz
ServlceOrganizalion, P.O. Box 50152,
Washington, D.C. 20091.
Contredene. from 8:30-mldnlghl,
Cheslnul SI Church, nexllo Portland
Cily Hal. $4 donalion. This conlradance
lakes place wi1houlexceplion lhe 3rd Fri
of every mon!h.
c-radenc. to BenefIt the 1st Annuel Down.a.t Country Denc.
F. .tlve! will be held from 8:30 lill midnighl, Nov 17, al the Sargeanl Gymnasium, Bowdoin Col&ge, Brunswick.
All dances taughl, dancers of all levels
welcome. Admission $5 for general
public, $2 for slUdenlS. For more inlormalion, call Sari Rudolf al 633-5474.
Craft Show The Society of Soulhem
Maine Craftsmen will hold a craft show
w~h over 60 exhibilors, free admission
and free parking. 10 am-6 pm Nov 23,
and 9 am-4 pm Nov 24. Elks Club Lodge
a11945 CongressSl, POrtland. For more
Informalion. caH Marla Muzzy al 657-

2288.
Elder Arts Center 10 open in Portland
w~h a celebralion of lhe arts fealuring a
free luncheon, live performances and
an art exhibit Open 10 all members of
Cumberland County's older populalion,
lheir families and friends. The Elder Arts
Cenler is Iocaled al !he Cummings
Cenler, 134 Congress SI, Munjoy Hill.
11 am-2 pm, Nov 17. For more inlormalion, call 874-8870.
enriched Golden Ag. Club People 60
and older are inv~ed 10 Wednesday
luncheon programs al lhe Enriched
Golden Age Club, 297 Cumberland Ave,
PorUand. Upcoming programs: Nov 21,
Thanksgiving Dinner; Nov 28, "AI Home
W~h Energy: Cosl of luncheon program is $2. For reservations, call
6974.
Fall Dence sponsored by Weslbrook
Music Booslers al 51. Hyacinlh's in
Weslbrook. Music donated by "The Two
of Us: 8·12 pm, Nov 17. BYOB & mix.
TICkets $5 al door or call 854·9369.
F\8h Chowder Supper, ~7pm. Nov 16.
SI. Ann's Episcopal Church. allhe corner of River Rd & Windham Center Rd,
Windham. AduI1s $4, children $2. For
more Informalion, call 854-9642.
Folk Club Coffeehowe The Folk Club
of River Tree Arts will host a coffeehouse
for !hose in1erested in hearing lhe perbrmers who have been making !he Song
Swaps such a success for !he lasl f_
years. Doors will open al 7 pm, music
wil begin a18, Nov 17 al!he Uni18rian
Church of Kennebunk. Song Swaps will
oonlinue on Dec 28 al 7 :30 pm al!he
Community House in Kennebunkport.
For more inlormation, call 98~4343.

n ....

Gr•• k Pe.tr, end .read .el.
Vasilopeta bread, Baklava, 1heples,
paximatlia, spanlkopila Nov 17, lOam3 pm al Holy Trinity Parish House, 133
Pleasanl SI, Portland. Advance orders
wi. be accepled. For more inlonnalion,
call n4-0281.
Holiday GIft MIIldng for "nIor CltlUM Portland Recreation Is offering
classes from noon 10 2 pm on five conseculive Mondays, starting Nov 19 and
ending Dec 17, at !he CUlTW1"Ongs Community Cen1er. 134 Congress SI, Port·
land. Classes are free and regislration is
nol required. For more information, call
874-8793.
1m-ted In Art, HI.toryor Sclenc.?
Then visi1 Yorillnslilu1e Museum whose
coIleclions indude 18!h- and 191h-Qln·
lury paintings, furnilure, period rooms,
stuffed birds, rocks, minerals and fossils.
Hours: Tue and Wed 1.... pm, Thu 1-8
pm. 283-3861 .
Le •• r LI,ht .how. This fall lhe
Sou!hworth Planelarium is presenting a
choice of 3 laser lighl evening shows for
!he general pubic on Fri and Sal evesal
7 and 8:30 pm. It is also continuing ils
midweek. hour-long programs, "Aller
School Thursdays' al 3:30 pm, al lhe
special price 01 $2.50/show. Telescope
viewing of sunspo1s follows !he show.
For informalion about all planelarium
shows induding special Sunday pr&senlalions, caN 780-4249, 24 hrslday.
Also good 10 know: Sky Walch HoI Line,
760-4719, fealures a new message
every week aboul whal's going on in the
heavens.
Th. Lightehip
Nentuck.t, an inlh&-water dockside marilime museum
and National Hisloric Landmark- and
Coasl Guard-designaled "A1traclion
Vessel: offers guided lours on board.
Sal's from 10 am-4 pm& Sun's 12 noon4 pm. Adul1s $3, seniors and chHdren
$1.50. Groups by appoinlmenl. Maine
Wharf, Portland (near Casco Bay Ferry
Terminal). For more informalioncall ns1181.
NewY_'. Portland On Dec 31 Maine
Arts, Inc. will again presenl Maine's
largesl New Year's celebration, fea1Uring a wide array of concerts, performanoes and exhibilions and drawing
thousands 10 downlown Portland 10
celebrale!he beginning olthe new year.
Tickets for !he even 1 will go on sale al
Shop 'n Save Supermarll81s on Dec 1.
Additional funding is sliD needed 10 finance !he celebration fully. Those wishIng 10 oonlribul8 should oontaC1 Maine
Arts,Inc., which isalso Icoking forvolunleers 10 pul up poslers, sell ticke1s,
manage stages and acl as parade marshals in re1Um lor free admission 10 lhe
evenl and o!her benefits. For lurlher
Informalion on any of !he above, call
n2-9012.
The Portlend FoIkClub mee1severyflrsl
and third Tue of every monlh al 7:30
p.m. in lhe Swedenborgian Church, 302
Slevens Ave, Pordand. Pickers and
players of every descriplion are encouragedloanend,8SwelasSlo!y1elers
and people who JUSl wanl 10 lislen. A
donation of $1 apprecialed. For more
information, call 773-9549.
Procenlng and Cutting a Deer Cer"
e _ Free publicalion from lhe University of Maine Cooperative Exlension.
Con1acl !he Cumberland County Ex-
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HEALTH CLUB
686 Congress Street, Intown Portland
772~7779

For your enjoyment and relaxation, we are
offering our Massage Special for the Fall &
Winter season.

'12

OFF

on any

MASSAGE
Masseuse position available - call 772.7779

1ension OffICe at 780-4205.
Public Beked Bun Supper 5 and 6 pm
seatings, Nov 17, al Firsl Parish Congregalional Church, Gorham. Adul1s
$4.50, children $2.50.
The School Around U.Chrl.tmea Felr
85 boo!hs of cralls - jewelry, po1tery,
clolhing, woocIcraf1s, nowers and omaments. Music, quill raffle and an early
visilbySantaCiaus. 9am-5 pm, Nov24,
Kennebunk High School. For more informalion, call 324-5996.
Th. __ek Preview, 10 Benefn !he Second Annual Maine Lesbian & Gay Film
Festival, will fealure Sluart Marshall's
Comrades in Arms, Flames of Passion
and Can'l You Take a Joke? 8 pm, Nov
16, LUlher Bonney Audilorium, USM,
Bedlord SI, Portland. Ticke1s $15. For
more information, call 828-4714.
Qroup; If you are single, 35-55,
and would like 10 socialize wilh !hose
who are involved in activilies such as
sighl-see1ng, camping, bowling, dancing,
lrips, ele .. call 856-1174, from 5-6 pm
only.
UNICEF. UIIIO Holiday CW'd end QIft
Collection has arrived. The colorful
greeting cards, note cards and Slationary are a way 10 send a message aboul
children in need. The proceeds lrom!he
sale of UNICEF cards 1ranslate inlo fif&saving and heal!hlliving programs for
children in 128 developing counlries.
ForinformaliononwherelobuyUNICEF,
calf Stale S1reel Church in PorUand al

SocI_

n4-6396.

Again this
year,
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suffering
from
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plaque
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•
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personals

(

dating services

Attractive, MWM, 35, sensuous,
kind, clean excellent masseuse.
Seeks thin or heavy SF 25-40 for intimate relationship. Free weekdays.
Discretion requested. POB 10811
Portland, ME 04104.
DWFemale, attractive, honest, intelligent, stable, fun-loving, barely 40
something, seeks male counterpart
to share life's joumey and wann the
cold winter nights. CBW Box 453 .

I

I
,r

I

"

, j

t

I

Friencly, sensitive, oompassionate,
DWM, 39, seeks SJOWF homebody
for serious Iong-tenn committment.
Must enjoy camping, movies, walks
and TV. I love kids and nights at
home together. Take a chance. Picture helpful, not necessary. CBW
Box 438.
GWM LEATHERMAN, late 40's,
serious, experienced, discreet, seeks
younger, trim, masculine gay males
for new experiences, good times and
new friends. Roger, P.O. Box 1169,
Sanford, ME 04073.
GWM is looking for the married man
that I met a year ago. Have moved
back and can't find you. I wig be very
discreet. All interested? Please contact me. CBW Box 440.

LOOKING FOR MR. NORMALSWF, age 29, seeks to meet a person who likes the simpler things,
music, walks, nature. A kind soul
looking for another kind soul to grow
with . I love to travel, hike and laugh. I
am involved in this world, but know
strength oomes from within and
beyond. I am intelligent, attractive,
(but who really writes an ad and
describes themselves in any other
way?...) and describe myself as a
Bohemian Marsha Brady. Let's have
a cup of coffee ... CBW Box 443, TPL
• 22212.
SWM looking to meet other SWM'S
who may have a secret! Let me be
your secret! Married men weloome,
discretion expecl8d and assured.
Under 40 years, please. P.O. Box
4251, Portland, ME 04101 .

Seeking attractive, trim SWF, twenty
thirty something with intelfigence,
humor, good self-image and comfort
in either jeans I)( high heels. Am a
bright, easy-going, good looking
professional DWM, 37 with wannth,
wit reliablity, sensuality and ease in
giving or receiving affection. Enjoy
!reveling , hiking, movies, the arts,
aning, reading Sunday papers, picnics and x-<:ountry skiing to name a
very few interests. Am not obsessed
with sports, cars or drinking prowess
and hope you aren'l aboul therapy or
support groups, astrology I)( past
relationships. Can offer pleasir.gly
afferent and positive relationship to
pleasingly dillerent woman. CBW
Box 447. TPL. 22248.
I)(

Tall attractive WM, back in Maine after 30 years away. I'm 51 , so alive
but so lonely among family and acSingle Mom, 33, seeks SlDM, 30's, , quaintances, longing for a lady to
for exclusive, intimate, permanent share coffee and conversation at
relationship. " you're like me- open, quiet, out-of-the way, restaurants,
honest, funloving, know what you leisurely rides through the country
want in life, and looking for someone side with stereo music, fun times,
to share your needs, goals, desires happy 00-, mutual consideration
(and fantasies) with - wrile to mel and appreciation, the excitement and
Photo appreciated, but not neces- thril of a discreet, daytime romance.
sary. CBW Box 449.
We deserve love. CBW Box 451 .

PERSONAL
OFTHE WEEK
Winner receives two free movie tickets
compliments of the Maine Mall Cinemal
Where are you? I've been waiting for such a long
time. My Hercules! Hercules! Big and broad chested,
thighs as thick as pillars_ My insides yearn for this
real man. Come forth and be mine_ SWM reply with
photo, "if you please." CBW Box 452.

UVE-ONE-ON-ONEI
1-900-8200202. When you want a friend to talk
to, irs the only number you'll ever
need. $2.50 per minute, must be 18.

Where Are The

Single Men?

Tall aggressive redhead kinky with
years of experience, I)( Nancy/Jeff a
totally different type of woman than
you have ever known, Alona soft
sweet but strong all the things that a
lesbian switch could be. MCNISA
call 1-818-377-9847.

~J

~~

REAL GIRLS
IN YOUR AREA!
1-900-860-3377

Meet girls in your area
who would like to meet
someone like you
tonight!!!!
$3/mln.

The best ones are at Compatibles ...
active, inLeresting men who haven't
had time to meet the right woman ...
so they've come to Compatibles.

18 yrs old

If you're a single woman who hasn't
met the right man, perhaps he's
wailing for you here.
You see, we're not just another
daling service. We're Compatibles.

Uncommon single businessman, 40,
6 ft. 1 in., 185 Ibs, wann , sensitive,
honest, introspective, successful,
seeks physically and emotionally fit
Portland
area
woman,
28-40,
capable of committment. Your
children are welcome. Photo appreciated. P.O. Box 6090, Falmouth,
ME 04105.

883-1066 - Portland
783-1500 - Lewiston

~WCM<l'b.~

Gay Matching!

Compatibles

800-633-6969

"The Dati ng Service That Cares"

HOT TALKING PERSONALS!

Unique S/F, 27, from away, desires
to find -Mr. Right". Some of your attribules should be, wil, wisdom, well
being. Some joys; travel, coasUines,
art, big laughs. CBW Box 454.
Visually impaired, 28 year old male,
new to the area, looking to meel
non-visually impaired person or persons to get out and do things with .
CBW Box 448. TPL '22250.

/

ERSONAL

1·900·646·4646
Ueten to u.o.-xIe of Voice Ada nc:orded
by SEX'f Men & Women who went to
meet YOU - CALL US NOWI It'. fun - _ y
and includes VcMc:.mell for e""'e pr!VIICY,

Where are you? I've been waiting for
such a long time. My Hercules! Herculesl Big and broad chested , thighs
thick as pillars, my insides yeam for
this real man. Come forth and be
mine. SWM reply with photo, 'if you
please.- CBW Box 452.

U .45/ min. More Info: (305) 565- 4455, Ext. 5713

It
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they each took out ads
In
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1. Dial 1-900-896-2824 from any toucbtone phone.

~_-_~_~~~_=~~~~_~~~- ~_w_____/

PROVERBIAL ACHES & PAIN?
SHIATSU WORKSHOP Sat. Nov. 17,
10-noon. TAKE THIS OPPORTUNITY to leam about Shiatsu and
how it can help. $20. Ann Foster
Tabbutt. Shiatsu Prectitioner-AOBTA.
799-9258.

Group Forming
Starting November 20
Judith Kaylor Burwell, M-P-S_

207-761-9096

552 Main St_
South Portland

tf HoOO,~
Licensed Substance Abuse Counselor
Women's Co-Deperxience Groups
Now Fonning

• Addictions
• Individual

• Co-<lepcndence
• Groups

• CoupleS
829-3221

~EEKLV

Personals
Edna had given up on
health clubs and strategic
g rocery shopping...

and now they're parasalling
on Saturda'l and stripping
furniture on Suncfa'l'

happens
all the
time!
F

or more
information
call
Sharon
Junken at
775 - 6601

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Therapy
for Women

Cumberland

floor apartment $2OOJmonth plus
utilities, deps, lease. NO PETS. Call
774-9123. MIF.

MV wOI'k is
cl"lIler<,d ill
JI/Ilgilll l
psyc/rology
alld focI/sed
YOllr lTnll/ml
wisdom .

Individual
& groups
799-4927

Psychotherapist

• Life Transition • Relationship Addictions
• Self Esteem!Empowennent • Guided Parenting

871-9256

GM seeks same to share my 2 bedroom
apartment
in
Ponland.
$55 .lWeek includs all utilil8s (including basic Cable). Call Chris, 8740008, leave message.

COUNSEIJNG
Donna Godfrey, M.Ed.
Assistance in recognizing destructive patterns in your life,
overcoming fear and living life joyfully.

INTOWN- Male or Female wanted to
share dean, comfortable, 2 bedroom
apartment. $275. heated. Call Ben at
775-3275, (leave message).

361 RI. 1, Falmouth, Me. 04105

(207) 781-4842

r'~'~'"
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RATES

Female housemate needed to share
channing Victorian house, in Deering
Center Area of Ponland (near Dearing H.S.) with woman and cat.
Uvingroom, diningroom, 3 bedrooms, 1 1/2 baths, washer, piano,
ample storage space. Non-smoker
essential, vegetarian , or "fishatarian- preferred. $375. includes
utilities. 774-9378, anytime.
Female seeks non-smoking female
to share apartment. Approximately
$25O/month each, includes all
utilities. Two-family Munjoy Hill
home, off street parking, age 25+,
775-2055 home, 773-5055 work.
Sheila.

Psychotherapy Center of Maine
Sarah]. Bulley, LCSW

,

Clean and Sober Housemal8s wanted $75 .00 weekly includes all
utilities. Beautiful fannhouse on outer
Washington Ave. Paoong and yard.
Call 828-1116, ask for Mike I)( Marc,
(afternoons and evenings).

Enjoy life. Join 2 mature, non-smoking, fun roommates. Big, sunny, 2

Kathleen
(McKu ai)
Luke, M .A .

OIJ HllrtllriH8

1 Middle Road

to share welcoming, spacious
apartment in Osteopathic Area.
Reasonable rent, safe, convienient
location. Friendship included. Call
Judy, 879-{)922.

ENVIRONMENTALLY
FRIENDLY
roommate sought for large West-end
2 bedroom with shared fumished
Uvingroom, kitchen, offlc-y space
and a haNway in which we could go
bowling. Lowered rent: $260.+ No
smokey. Beautiful view of Rieche
playground. A place to call home.
773-1782.

477 Co"l"". St_, Sulte 410,
Portland, ME 04101

772-6406.

THERAPUTIC MASSAGE. Gift Certificates available. Charlene Telenar,
licensed massage therapist, member
AMTA. 1711 Congress St. , Portland.
775-1160 or 854-3943.

INTEGRATIVE
HEALING
AND
WELLNESS: Explore the joy of healing from the inside out, from spirit to
the body. Professional altemative
health care practitioner draws upon
Christian, Eastern, and New Age
methods to assist in the restoration
of whole-person wellness. Practice
includes :
education,
conselling,
trans formative energy work -MariEI
and Healing touch- and guided
meatationslvisualizations fl)( healing
and
relaxation .
Lisa
Love,
B.S.N.,R.N. 892-5878 M-F, 9-5.

Lucy C. Chudzik. LSAC
lJcensed SUbotance Ab...., Counselor

TAl-CHI CHUAN an ancient Chinese
Martial Arts system based on
meditiation in movement. Excellent
for health, 'relaxation, stress reduction, and self-<lefense. Classes for
beginners through advanced levels,
induding
on-going
Push-hands
class. For information and sign-up,
call Gene Golden, 772-9039.

DREAM GROUP FORMING in
Pordand, evening to be arranged.
Jungian orientation : Use of dreams
to explore the problems and potential
for growth within the individual. For
more infonnation, please call Glenn
Morazzini,
LCSW,
LICensed
Psychotherapist, insurance reimbursible, 774-9382.

AddIctions • ACOA Issues

eo-Dependency • Individuals
Groupo • Couples

Tuesdays, 3-5 p.m .

for
posture,
stress
ROLFING
management and well being by Judi
Clinton, Certified Roller. Taking lippointments for November. 774-3175,
24 hours, leave message.
ONGOING
JUNGIAN
DREAM
GROUP in third year seeks members
for the long haul to selfhood. For further infonnation please contact Dr.
Gary Astrachan, 772-6031 or Dr.
Carole Burstein, 883-4989.

INTOWN COUNSEIJNG
CENfER

New CoDependency

M'F ROOMMATE NEEDED for
1211/90 to share nice 3 bedroom
apartment on Stevens Ave. $208.50
+ security deposit. No pets. 7612141 after 5PM.
M'F roommate needed for 3 bedroom apartment near Wash Ave.Baxter Blvd. 1/3 rent + utilities, off
streelparking, must like cats, 7614058 available 1211 .

Male
needs
MIF
roommate.
Windham area. Have two bedroom
apartment, completely fumished,
very oomfortable, washer/dryer, off
street paoong . $300.00 month indudes utilities and heal CaU 8927122.
Non-smoking, open-minded female

seeks same to share spacious home
with fireplace and ocean view in
OOB. No cats, $350.00 per month
heated, other utilities shared 112.
934-C981 .

North Yarmouth tamale wants to
move into Portland, Dec.-April. I am
short term but responsible, nonsmoking to share apartment or
horne. Call 829-5392.
PEAKS ISLAND- responsible, nonsmoking MIF to share spacious
house in lovely setting, own room
with private bath, many amenities.
$25OImonth pius 1/2 utilities, plus
security deposit Call 766-2025,

leave message.
·Professional Female Roommate
wanted- comfortable country home,
North Saco, quiet, wooded area.
Washer/dryer, recyeles, dean, wood
heat.
Non-smoker/drinker.
$3OOJmonth + 1/2 utilities. 284-7421 .
Professional woman seeks female
housemate, 30+ . to share channing
3-bedroom house on West End.
Must be neat, responsible and open
to alternative lifestyles. Non-smoker.
WID
Hook-up.
$375Jmonth
+
utilities. Call 774-7224.
Responsible non-smoking female to
share very nice, spacious, 2 bedroom
apartment.
Washer/dryer
located on premises, heat included,
$287.5OImonth + 1/2 utilities. Home,
773-1534 or work, 879-3594.
Roommate(s) wanted for large
fannhouse
in
Bridgton,
near
Shawnee Peak Skiing. Large room
with sman changing room, phone in
room, new bathroom, large shared
living room and kitchen . $250. for
one, $350. for two, indudes all
utilities except phone. Wood and oil
heat. 647-2166. Jason.
SOUTH FREEPORT- Male/Female
Professional 25+ to share house
near harbor. Perlect for boat lovers.
Porch,
fi'eplace,
garden,
washer/dryer. No smokers I)( pets,
please. $3OO.lmonth. Call 865-4558,
1e000e message.

SOUTH FREEPORT- Male/Female
Professional 25+ to share house
M'F-NIS Responsible needed, 1 near harbor. Perfect for boat lovers.
garden,
fi'eplace,
bedroom available in three bedroom Porch,
washe·
r
/dryer.
No
smokers
or
pets,
house. Close to USM. No pets. $285
indudes utilities and heat. Security please. $3OOJmonth. Call 865-4558,
leave message.
deposit. Call 828-1319.

I ................ ~

for display classified (border ad) rates call CBW at 775·6601
Meaag~

________________________________________________

All charges ara par week,
Up to 30 wonls
$9.00
31-45 words
11.00
15_00
46-60 words
Each additional word
_15
a"er6o

Name___________________________

Ca~go~

_________

Address,_________________________

Total Number of Words __________

POLICY

City, Zip__________________________

Basic Rate __________

lOads, .r ads with purely IIIUlI cont.nt, CBW will not print full names,
atreet address.s, or phon. nlll1b.rs in the PERSON TO PERSON section.
PERSON TO PERSON adv.Itis.rs must lith.r provide aPost Ollie. BOI
number in their ad or use the CBW BOI S.rvice. All information conc.ming
PERSON TO PERSON aMItis.1I is klpt strictly confidential. CBW m.lY.s
the right to cmgoriD, IIfuse Dr .dit ads due to inappropriate content, ltc,

Phone (days) _ _ _ _ _ (eves) _______ + Extra Words

caw will not print adsthals..k10 buy or lin slluals.rvicIslor man.y or

To listen to the Talking Personals in this issue,
just follow these Simple instructions:

,'--____ ___ ___

"Health is When Your
Past is No Longer
Controlling
Your Present"

DEADUNES
line ads: Monday noon. Display ads: Friday 5 p.m,

Talking Per!Ionals are a qu ick and easy way to fll'ld out more
about the person placing the ad, to share more about yourself,
or just to see who's out there.
Whenever you place a Person-ta-Person ad in
Casco Bay Weddy, you will be assigned a
Talking Penonal number (TPL), freel
You an leave an outgoing message so that others can hear
and leave messages of their own for you!

All can. lire 1CftefIOIlCI. Oboc:ene mess_ ..ID be deleted.

on changing mental, emotional and
behavioral habits that prevent one
from reaching and maintaining a
healthy, stable weighl Topics that
will be discussed are self-esteem,
body
image,
stress/anxiety,
relationships, assertiveness, social
influence, life style and diet. For
more information call Dudley Davis,
(M.S. Health Psycology) at 761 0058.

25-45 YEAR OLD LADY WANTED-

rates and fine print

With C:osco Bay WeeIdy's Talking Per!Ionals
you an not only read the personals, you an also listen
to them and leave a mes ...ge of your own!

Each call costs 95¢ per minute, billed to your phone.
2. When the machine answers, dial access code 22 .
3. The machine will ask for a specific number.
Enter the "TPL' number listed at the end of
the ad you wish to respond to.
4. Listen to the recorded message·, and leave
your response if you w ish .

All on-going weekly group therapy
session is now being formed to focus

roommates

GaU Today f or a Personal Interview

TIS a fit SWM, 31 from Portland, With
a ~fe and job both grand, In his
search for an ideal date, He decided
to endeavor his fale, And let CBW
give him a hand. He seeks an attractive SWF, 25-31 , Who likes both adventure and fun. She should be looking to enhance, Her life with a
friendly romance, With the man who
wrote this one. CBW Box 450.

body & soul

WHAT IS A WORD?
Aword is considered aword wh.n it has • space on both sides. Aphon.
number is one word. PUnctualiDft is free,

ERRORS

caw shall not ~.liabl. for any Iypogllphical.rrors, omissions, Dr changes

in the ad which do no affect the valu. or cont.nt If Ihl ad Dr substantially
change the m.aning.

REFUNDS

Classified adslr. non·refundabl •. Credit will b. issu.d when I viable .rror
has bltn determined.

at_~

Each _________

CBW Box $5.00/Wk _________
WOWI I WOULD like more Information about the Casco
Bay weekly & Maine Times One-Sto, SII.,plng Special.
No Please cal
to give me advertising
Talking Personal Line __-=C;:::ha::,:rall:e:......_
rates so that I can reach 100,000 readers this weeki
Check One ,..0 1110
COST PER WEEK _ _ __
Complete payment must accompany
Multiply cost by number
all advertising. NO REFUNDS. There Is
ol'weeks ad will run __________
a $10 charve lor all returned checks.
TOTAl DUE _ _ __
Bring or mall ads with payment to:
CasCl Bay Weekly
Please call me with
Classified Dept.
ORe-Stop SIIopplng Info 0
187 ClartcStreet
Portland, ME 04102
Monday-Friday 9 to 5
a Check or Money Order enclosed
a VISA
a MasterClrd
Clrd • ________________ Exp, date _ __
or call n5-6601
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roommates
SOUTH PORTLAND: Very responsible. mature. neat and friendly male
roommate needed to share 3 bedroom house. I am 28. have three
fish. two cats. one puppy and one
bird. Garage space available. No
smokers. $275. plus haH utilities and
security. Phone 767~213.
South Portland. Female non-smoker
wanted to share with teacher. large.
sunny apartment near W~lard Beach.
Huge
yard.
washer/dryer.
$265Jmonth + utilities. 799-4876.
USM AREA- Male or Female wanted
to share spacious. 2 112 bedroom
apartment. First floor. washer/dryer.
hardwood floors. all the oomforts of
home. $310 plus 112 utilties. Call
Jean at 772-4566.
Willard Beach. MlF. to share very
large. two bedroom apartment. one
block from ocean. 8 mins. to Old
Port Quiet area. great for biking and
running . $325. + utilities. 799-3023.

apts/rent
80 Spruce St. - 1 bedroom apartment. 2nd floor. livingroom. kitchen.
whirlpool.
bathroom .
bathtub.
washer/dryer.
parking.
stove .
refrigerator. wood and oi~ heat.
$480/month 772-7059 . After 5. 7725320. ask for Chong.

,.
r

I

Back Bay Tower Area- Parris St.Adorable 1 bedroom duplex. New
kitchen and livingroom downstairs.
bedroom and bathroom upstairs.
$375.1month + utilities. parking included. Call 774-6363.

I.

I

~

:

CUMBERLAND AVE.- West SideJust renovated. clean 1 & 2 bedroom
apartments available. Rents range
from $350-5251month + utilities. Fully
maintained. laundry facilities. Section
8 vouchers accepted. Lease now
and receive one month free rent! Call
797-0223. M-F. 8-12 SPECTRUM.
INC.
EASTERN PROM AREA- Small.
pleasant. 1 bedroom . large yard.
parking. 1st floor, pet welcome.
$390. plus electric. 772-4334 or 8790432.
I
MEADOWBROOK APARTMENTSSpacious. modern. 2 bedroom
apartments availalile. WIW carpet.
disposal. dishwasher. ample parking.
extra storage. Rent $55O.lmonth plus
utilities. Section 8 vouchers accepted. Lease now and receive one
month free rent! Call 797-0223. M-F.
8-12 SPECTRUM. INC.

,..
. ,

apts/rent

stuff for sale

OLD ORCHARD BEACH- year
round
3
room
apartment.
$3OO.lmonth + utilities. short walk to
beach. No Pets. 1-934-4933.

by Lynda Barry

Owner occupied. convienient location. secure building. 3rd floor.
recently painted. 3 bedrooms.
hardwood floors. gas heat. parking.
Grant Street. app~ances. Security
deposit.
references.
No
pets.
$495.1month + utilities. 772-6078.

THAIS THE WEIRDeST IHING ABOvT
lte ,I>.\.IT~. IT Keeps CHANGING . LIKE

WHE1'I I WAS So DEEP IN M'd BVMMfP-

PARK AVE. across from the Oaks.
Large 1 bedroom with study. Could
be 2 bedroom. Wood floors. laundry
on premises. All this for only
$435.1month. Call 774-6363.

OF LifE IT fE~T So AqVAL. AND WHEN

WE ,\t\oVGfH MR . LVOfRM'6ER WAS
GOIN6 To DIE M,( ON\.':J CONCE 'Pr OF
HIM wAS T\o\,E GooD THINGS. THEN
,ODAY YOV CAN I-\EAR \-11M S\4QVTING

SOUTH PORTLAND. SAYWER ST.Available Dec. 1. nice. 2 bedroom,.
Parking. on bus ijne. utilities included. $550.lmonth. 767-0875.
SPRING
STREETSpacious.
modem 1 bedroom apartments
available. Within walking distance of
MMC and Mercy Hospital. $425. and
$5OO.lmonth plus utilities. Unique
style. hardwood floors. on-site
launay. Section 8 vouchers accepted. Lease. references. security
deposit required. Lease now and
receive one month free rent! Call
797-0223 weekday mornings.
STEVENS AVE .- Nice location. spacious 2 bedroom with kitchen. bath.
dining. livingroom. parking and fully
maintained
by
owner.
Rent
$6OO.lmonth. plus utilities. Section 8
vouchers accepted. Lease now and
receive one month free rent! Call
SPECTRUM. INC. at 797-0223.
Six Room. 3 bedroom apartment
near Old Port. Sunny. modem
kitchen. hardwood floors. lots of
closet space. quiet neighborhood.
Available immediately. $5OO:/month
plus utilities. 773-5074.

"TI'.EM O\P.TY SoNS OF BITC\\£Sl"
ikRo\J6 H ihE $c P-£EN Do oR. ANO MY
OrnER CO NC.EPTS CO ME HACK.

THE KI~l I NG Ff!.OST WAS Fov~

NIGHTS
BEFoR-E HAllOWEEN AND MY GRANDMA
SAID "WELL WINTER IS HERE _" I-ItR
GA\l.\)EN ROSES TVRNt.D BlACK AND ALL
THE FLOWERS FEL\. OVER. THEN TODAY
ITS LIKE .rUNE EX('EPT FoR. YELLOW
LEA.VeS IN GIANT PI LES. ITS NOT LIKE I
CROSSED OUT HOw SAD I WAS. I STILL
8':1 Mf SI1'oI6 IN6 " TA "IV!- P.A- BOOM-De-AY

occupy
IT
Casco Bay Weekly.

Call 775-6601 for rate
information.

@ilL ,r,=,";

SUGARLOAF. One bedroom condo
next to main lift. shops and base
lodge. Sleeps 2-5. Also four-bedroom chalet on mountain. Below
mountain rates. Call evenings,
(508)887-8422.
Sugarloaf Condominium . 2 bedrooms. 2 baths. ski in/ski ou~ free
use of indoor pool. jacuzzi. Discount
prices. Weekly rentals. (617) 661 -

2069.

892-4796
wet - $l00/cord
partially seasoned - $12S/cord
dry - $l50/cocd

Moving to California. Must sell furnishings. Livingroom set. oomputer
desk. microwave. (brand new- never
used). stereo speakers. etc. Best oIler on all. Call 761-0575 after 5.

SKII5- PRE 175 CM with Solomon
bindings & poles. Caber boots size L
6/12. Down jaclkst & bibs. mint
green. medium. All negotiable. can
n5-1515.
days.
773-1426.
eves.iweek-ilnds.

OUTLET SALE- Baby Bag Company.
Sale of close-outs and irregulars
Nov. 16 & 17.9-5. AmVets Hall. Main
St. Yarmouth. 829-5037.

boats
72 ft. boat slip (or 236ft.).
Chandlers's Wharf. Portland. Year
round. AC power. telephone. cable.
etc. Available now. (207)945-5810.

SELL YOUR
WHEELS
TODAY

'84 Plymouth Colt. Great condition.
52.500. 39 mpg highway. 4 door.
hatchback. standard 5 speed. Front
wheel drive. paint slightly chipped.
needs clutch. sticksred. $1200. 7674120.

Western
Prom
AreaNewly
renovated. 2-3 bedroom. 1st floor
apartment. Lots of storage. gas heat,
$550.+ .Call 874-8004 or leave message. Available 11120190.

theater arts
with a display
classified ad in

BETTER'G~~~~~~~

BACON'S FIREWOOD

wheels

1986 Merkur XR4TI. 4 cyWnder. 5
speed.
turbo.
air-oonditioning.

employment

seasona I/rent

.,

HIlS IS ToRNAIlO .WEAT\-\ER ·· MYGAANDM",
SA'{S. WflEN T\-IE f\oT AIR MEETS 1\-\1'.
COL.D AIR, AND JUST S1f\P-TS SWI~LING.
TEAR-IN6 !-\OV SES up AND TI-IROWING
CA RS. SENOIN6 TR.EES SHOOTING SIDEWAYS
IT CAN \-IAPPEN TtlAT EVER',HHING You .
KNOW CAN Go FL'dING. TtlI'. WORlO DOES
Nor LOOK T\\E SAME TO ME ANYMORE.
IT lOOl<5

KNOW T~E REASONS AND T~E ~EASON$
",fl.!: STILL REAL. MARLYS JUS r WEI'oIT

TAKE OVER PAYMENTS! Totally $40.OOOIYRI READ BOOKS and TV
rennovated 3 bedroom home on scripts. Fill out simple 'ike/don't like"
Peaks Island. Appraised at $110,000. form. EASY! Fun . relaxing at home.
Balance owed. $87.000. with $2.900 beach .
vacations.
Guaranteed
down (can be bugeted). Gas heat. paycheck.
24 Hour Recording
new kitchen. new appliances. and Reveals. 801-379-2955 Ext.MEI15B.
new bath. A number of payment opMUNJOY HILL- Two bedroom. third
tions available. Basic one is ap- CREATIVE CIRCLE needs part-time
floor. remodeled. sunny. good views.
proximately $760 per month. 766- workers. Must ba interested in
needleCfafts such as crewel and
gas heat. porch. $5OO.lmonth. plus
2227.
oounted cross stitch . Will train. Call
utilities. Call Oliver 772-4739.
WOODHOUSE BELL- Order before 1-800-258-4706.
Near Eastern Prom . two bedrooms.
12131190 lor an exceptional buy in
modular housing. delivered and set Is money becoming an endangered
six rooms. hardwood lloors. sunny.
spacious. clean. first floor. parking
on your foundation. 24 X 40 Flanch. species to you? You probably will not
space and good neighbors. Available . $35.000; 24 X 40 Cape. $39.000. make a million in six months. At least
Call today! Instate. l-aoQ..339-2355: I haven·t. But I can show you 157
December 1st. . $450. plus oil and
OUt of state or local. 829-6486. P.O. ways to generate extra cash from
utilities. Call Ben. 772-7579.
your home and/or car. These are not
Box 533 Cumbarland. ME 04021 .
"get rich" schemes . work is required.
$4.95- T.J. Wales. 391 Callahan
Road. Gorham. ME 04038.

Don't let good space
go to waste.

1...-----------.. . .

Macintosh 512KE Computer with
mouse. Microsoft Works soltwar.
(has date base. spreadsheet. word
processing .) Imagewriter II printer.
$1000. or best offer. Great for kids.
home. 774-9485.

The room's small; no ...• tiny. but the
rent's $250. and we'lI pay the
utilities. Nice house. Call Chris. 7671274 or Paula. 799-4006.

real estate

AIRLINE TlCKET- Round trip. , -_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _--,
Portland to Chicago or Des Moines. QUHtIorI: Where can you buy woven
11-19 to 11-24. female. $200. 874- tapestries from Sculh America. hand·
0465.
carved wooden e1ephanlS from Africa.
BRAND NEW BARELY USED brass jewelry from India and woven baskela from the Philippines. all in one place.
WEIGHT SET: Fit For Life Gympac all in your communily? And where do all
500. Wall and Bench Unit. Unit is the proceeds direcily benefit craftspeople
500 Ibs .• with leg attachments etc. in more Ihan 35 developing countries?
$160.00 ALSO!!! Hand Weight Set Ana.er: The seventh annual
(Bar Bells) 50 lb. total weight. 8ELFHELP Cr.fta ..... held Friday.
$25.00. Buy both for $175.00. Call Nov. 30 from 71D 9 p.m.• and SalUrday.
Dec. 1 from 9 a.m. tD1 p.m. Church oflhe
86~722. leave message.
Servant at 35 Lafayene St.. Portland.
Beautiful handmade l8IIerse appli- becomes an International mar1<elplace of
que quilts made in highland of Laos. distinctive and reasonably-priced
$250.00 each . Proceeds towards handaafts.
Please call 761-4nB.
Laotian refugees. Also 100% wool
Nepali sweaters. $45.00. Indian
scarves. $7.00. CaH Kate. enenings.
773-4166.

music lessons
CLASSICAL GUITAR LESSONSwith Kevin Morse. accomplished performer and highly respected teacher.
799-8764.
LEARN TO PLAY GUITAR" . Kathleen Austin. S.M. Berklee College of
Music. offers patient. experienced instruction and specializes in beginning and intermediate levels. All
ages welcome. 878-3618.
VOICE- PIANO. Classical . Broadway
Musicals and Opera . Student rates.
South Portland area. Master of
Music. 799-9056.

CLOTHING DESIGN : Concepts/oostumes for mime. theater. dance.
Designwork. patterns. problem solving for weavers and Cfaftspeople.
Commissions. workshops. Pamela
Chodosh. 743-0797. 743~949.
Surprise that special someone with
PRIVATE ACTING COACH- for the gift he'" never forget. An elegant
and seductive boudoir portrait capfurauditions Of long-term training for
rehearsals. Experienced professional ing the unforgetable you. Truly. a gift
that wiU take his breath away! Be
able to quide you in : audition preP.
pampered ~ our professional makecharacter
deYelopement.
scene
up artist and photographer in a safe.
analysis. Shakesperian text and disoomfortable
environment. Call Jenna
tinctive speech. 781-7101.
at Silk Images about our limited time
offer. 772-8180.

photography

AMlFM cassette. 52K miles. 1owner. sharp car and runs nice.
$4500 or best offer. Call 725-0688.

biz services
AT YOUR SERVICE!! What does a
Cfeative. organized. responsible.
literate teacher do after 3:oo? I'll
tudor your kids . type your papers.
oook. babysit. cat-. dog-. plant-.
house-sit. Write business-personal
ooorespondence. run kids parties. do
translations ... anything else? Give me
a try! 282-8646.
College Student with truck available
to do odd jobs and moving. Very
handy and can fix most anything.
Experienced mover who will move
you for less. 774-2159 anytime.
HATE TO WRITE LETTERS? Let me
write lyrical. lucid. letter-perfect personaVbusiness letters for. you. The
right words for many occasions. Call
LETTER BY LETTER. 773-4772.

Losing it?

HOME- OFFICE- CONDO- Don't
have the time to do those everyday
chores? Cleaning. Daily. weekly. and
monthly rates. References provided.
Call us today for a FREE estimate.
879-7049.

NAS T Y~NE A T
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ana other 1110 Suppor1 servICeS

If you've ever cleaned up for the
cleaning person ... or worse.
cleaned up alter them ...
You need me in your life.
Kathan ne Clark
772-8784
commercial
residential

Check
Casco Bay Weekly's
Lost & Found
classifieds.

JOYOUS Music for
Holiday Festivities

']vfICHAE.L ~
CLASSICA L CU ITARIST

773-1133.

College Student with Truck
available to do odd jobs and moving.
Very handy and can fix most anything.
Experienced mover who will move you for less.
774-2159 anytime.

GETTING MARRIED?
Tie the knot on a good deal NOW!
Rick Crockett Photography
774-4732

THE AFFORDABLE CHOICE FOR ALL OCCASIONS

1988 Honda Accord LXI Coupe.
Automatic. low miles. excellent oondition. $10.000 or bast offer. n56621 week-<iays. 967-4900. weekends.
1989 Dodge Colt. GT automatic. 3
door hatch-back AM-FM cassette.
great economical car. 25.000 miles.
Dealer maintained. as new. $6.100.
O.N.O. Call 829-«30. anytime.
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Real Puule #46
Casco Bay Weekly
187 Clark Street
Portland, Maine 04102

-

•
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• 1990 United Feature Syndicate.

Solution to Real Puzzle #44
1. i. human SKULL; racing SCULL
2. a. flour SACK; SACK, as in to fire
3. h. COLONEL Sanders; com KERNEL
4. d . PRINCE; foot PRINTS
5 g. bowling SPARE; SPARE tire
6. f. ice cream SUNDAE; SUNDAY, Dec. 7, 1941
7. c. REIGN - Edward I; RAIN - precipitation
8. e. PLUM - fruit; PLUMB - surveyor's tool
9. j. MAIZE - com; MAZE -labyrinth
10. b. soup BOWLS; cotton BOLLS

(j

5

9

Maureen O'Meara of
Portland will get a chance to
equivocate with the staff at
Alberta's. John Howard of
South Portland will talk
pictures at Lola's Kitchen.

Call 775-6601 for
more information

Park your car here for a week for
$9.00. Cheapest parking in townl Be
careful though. quite possibly you'll
sell it bafore the week is over. Casco
Bay Weekly Classifieds SPEED
YOUR SALESI CALL 775~1 .

I

Dried flower arrangers and wreath
makers. SEWARD NURSERIES. has
a wide selection and large inventory
of Maine grown everfastings. Come
and select your own or call for an order to ba shipped . Can (207) 7675660. Cape Elizabeth. ME.

Can you solve the Real
Puzzle? There is a $20 gift
certificate from Alberta's for
the first prize winner. The
second prize winner receives
a $15 gift certificate from
Lola's Kitchen. Drawings are
done at random. Contestants
are ineligible to win more
than one prize in a four-week
span. Only one entry is
allowed per person per week.
All entries for this week's
puzzle must be received by
Wed., Nov. 21. The solution
to this week's puzzle will
appear in the Nov. 29 issue of
Casco Bay Weekly. Send your
best guess to:

=-+()+X/.o

~b~~

FREE! FREE! FREE! Junk car
removal. Any condition. car carriers
available. Call 774-0268.

Astrological birth chart and interpretation. Great stocking stullerl
Date. time. place 01 birth required.
$19.95. 929-8175.

What if.Arabic numerals
looked like function signs and
symbols? Think of the possibilities. Think some more.
We've given you the key
and one example. Fill in the
rest.

Motivate
down to

CHEAP!
FBI/U.S.
SEIZED
84VW... $5O. 87 Mercedes .. .$200..
B5
Mercedes ...$I00. 65 Mustang ...$5O. Choose from thousands
starting at $25. 24 Hour Recording
Reveals Details. 801-379-2929 Ext
MJ115C U.S. HOTLINE copyright.

holidays

Math confusion

childcare

Afterschool Arts and Crafts. designed for the young child. Class time
will ba 3:00-5:30. Monday - Friday.
with flexible scheduleing. Class size
limited to 12 children and wUI focus
on seasonal themas. Cost $7.00 per
class. Call 799-2400 for more information. Also available- afternoon
program in Casco Bay Montessori
Pre-School.

Classified
+Charge+
by Phone
775-6601

During November
your Casco Bay Weekly
classified ad can appear in 43,000 papers
and reach 100,000 readers!
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Ask about our One-Stop Shopping for Casco Bay Weekly
and Maine Times when you place your classified
advertisement in November.
(Sorry, this special does not apply to Personal or Meeting Place advertisers.)
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Visit us In our new offices at

551A Congress Street
'~'.:

I.
I

(above the Magic Muffin)

;

Our New and Improved
Office Hours:

Parking Hint:
Metered spaces are available
on Oak Street and Shepley
Street (behind the building,
running parallel to Congress
Street). And there are almost
always spaces available!

(especially for you nine-to-fivers)

Monday: 9am to 7pm
Tuesday through
Friday: 9am to 5pm
Saturday: 12 noon to 3pm

CascoBav
""I5EKLY
775-6601

